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A REIMBEDDING ALGORITHM FOR CASSON HANDLES

2ARKO BI2ACA

Abstract. An algorithmic proof of Freedman's Reimbedding Theorem [F2]

is given. This reimbedding algorithm produces an explicit description of an

imbedded Casson tower with seven levels inside an arbitrary Casson tower with
six levels. Our approach is similar to Freedman's original idea, but we also make
essential use of the grope technology from [FQ]. The reimbedding algorithm is
applied to obtain an explicitly described Casson handle inside an arbitrary six-
level tower (Theorem A), a description of a family of exotic Casson handles
(Theorem B) and an explicitly constructed exotic R4 .

0. Introduction

In his 1982 paper [F2], M. H. Freedman proved that in any six-level Casson
tower one can embed a seven-level Casson tower which has the same attach-
ing circle. The numbers were reduced by R. Gompf and S. Singh in [GS] to
an embedding of a six-level tower inside of any five-level tower. Both proofs
guarantee the existence of a Casson tower of one level more then the original
tower and by iterating the procedure they imply the existence of a full Cas-
son handle inside the original Casson tower. In [G3], Gompf has described
an explicit embedding of a union of an eight-level Casson tower and the 4-ball

into CP #(#m CP2) that represents a second homology class of the manifold

which cannot be represented by a smoothly embedded sphere. Consequently,
any Casson handle embedded into this eight-level Casson tower cannot be diffeo-
morphic to the standard open 2-handle. However, both proofs of the existence
of an embedded Casson handle in a Casson tower rely on general position ar-
guments and fundamental group calculations and therefore do not describe the
embedded Casson handles explicitly.

The purpose of this work is to produce a concrete description of the Casson
handles obtained by Freedman's Reimbedding Theorem (Theorem A), and in
particular, a description of a family of exotic Casson handles (Theorem B) and

an explicit construction of an exotic R4 (subsection 1.0.4).
This paper is divided into two sections. The first section contains an algo-

rithm for a construction of a seven-level Casson tower inside an arbitrary six-
level tower. It is a modified version of Freedman's or Gompf and Singh's proof
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of the Reimbedding Theorem and it uses the "grope'' technology. Section 1.0
contains the main results and applications. Also, subsection 1.0.5 outlines some
additional applications of the reimbedding algorithm that will appear in [Bl]
and [B2]. Section 1.1 contains a short outline and strategy of the construction
of an embedded seven-level tower.

The reimbedding algorithm from the first chapter is used in the second chap-
ter to estimate the numbers of the kinks on the embedded seven-level tower.
These estimates are used to estimate the number of kinks of an embedded Cas-
son handle, as claimed in Theorem A. The obtained numbers are by no means
the smallest possible and there is no reason to believe that this algorithm is in
any sense the most effective or the simplest one. The disappointed reader is
encouraged to find her or his own estimates.

All figures are presented at the end of this paper.
I would like to express my gratitude to my advisor at Notre Dame, Professor

Laurence R. Taylor, for advice, help and patience during my studies and work
on this paper. Also, I am grateful to the referee for many helpful suggestions.

1. The reimbedding algorithm

Terminology. We will follow the conventions from [F2] and [GS] in denoting
an «-level Casson tower by Tn, its core by Ci_„, and the core discs from the
jth level by C,. If needed, we will index towers, cores and levels of different
Casson towers with superscripts. The link calculus ([Kl] or [F2]) description of
a Casson tower will be used in most pictures. We replace 1-handles by scooped
out 2-handles, but by a standard abuse of notation we continue to call them
"1-handles". Capped gropes have been described in [FQ, Chapter 2]. By cGy
we denote the " ith «-stage capped grope", i.e., the one which has n "stages"
of "the body" G,, where the subscript / comes from some ordering of capped
gropes (see [FQ, p. 36]). Caps of the capped grope cGf are denoted by cf, and

by cf or c~ , where the signs came from an ordering of each pair of "standard
generators" for the fundamental group of the top stage of the body of the grope
cC¡ (see [FQ, section 3.6]). We will also use the notions of "contraction" and
"pushing off" from [FQ].

We will always view Casson towers and Casson handles as ordered pairs with
the manifold itself as the first component of the pair, and the attaching area as
the second component. The attaching area of a Casson tower T is the image of
an embedding of the solid torus Sx xD2 inside the boundary of the tower and
is denoted by d~T. Accordingly, d+T denotes dT - int(d_r). Any Casson
handle can be constructed as an infinite union of the one-level Casson towers
from which the d+-part of the boundaries have been removed. Consequently,
the whole boundary of a Casson handle is its attaching area.

We assume that all maps between these pairs are identity on the cores of the
embedded solid tori from the second components. Any embedding of a Casson
tower Tx into a Casson tower T0 will the property d~Tl = dT°nTl c d~T°.

1.0.   Main results.

1.0.1. Freedman's Reimbedding Theorem. Our algorithm for the embedding
of a Casson handle in a six-level Casson tower contains another proof of the
following Freedman Reimbedding Theorem.
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The Reimbedding Theorem (cf. [F2, Theorem 4.4]). For each six-level Casson

tower 7¡f, there is an embedding of a seven-level Casson tower Tj in T% with
the following properties:

(a) C\ = Cf and
(b) nx( T$ - T\ ) -+ itx( T$ - Cf )   is an isomorphism.

As an intermediate result, we will construct another six-level tower inside T%
that will prove the following theorem.

The Big Reimbedding Theorem (see Theorem 4.3 in [F2] or [GS, p. 306]). In
each six-level Casson tower 7¡f there is a six-level Casson tower T¡ such that:

(a) C\ = Cf ,
(b) 7Cx ( 7;1 ) -► Hi( 7^ )   is a trivial map and

(c) 7Ti( t} - T¡ ) -* itx( T% - Cf )   is an isomorphism.

The " T¿ " is going to be the first six-levels of a seven-level tower embedded

in the tower 7¿*. The standard statement of the Big Reimbedding Theorem
involves an embedding of a five-level Casson tower into an arbitrary five-level
tower. This sharper version can also be deduced from our construction, roughly
by shedding off the first levels of the towers but it will be of no importance.
Repeated applications of the construction of an embedded six-level tower in
the previous one will be used to construct a system of neighborhoods of the end
of an exotic R4.

1.0.2. Input tower and an embedded Casson handle. Before we start the con-
struction of a seven-level Casson tower in the input tower 7j, we are going to
symmetrize the input tower by making all the branches equal: for each level,
except the first one, we find the maximal number of positive or negative kinks
(which we denote by x„ ) and change Cj_6 by adding extra kinks to its discs

such that all the discs forming the nth level have the number of positive and
the number of negative kinks equal to x„ . Also, we assume that numbers x2,

..., x6 form an increasing sequence by adding more kinks if needed. Adding
a kink is described in [K2, p. 72] and its link calculus description is the change
from Figure 1(a) to Figure 1(b). The input of our algorithm is now a six-level
symmetric Casson tower (still denoted T¿ ) which can be completely described
by the following seven numbers: x2, ... ,X6 and the pair of nonnegative num-
bers (p, n) which consists of the number of positive kinks and the number of
negative kinks of the disc in the first-level, or, in another words, the number of
positive and negative branches of 7j. Our output will be a Casson tower 7*7'
which will have the same C,_4 as the symmetrized input, and the discs in the

higher levels will have the same intersection numbers throughout the level. Of
course, for different levels we will have different numbers: x's, x'6 and x'7.

We will use this algorithm repeatedly to obtain a sequence T¿ D Tj D

r82 D 793 • • ■ and finally a Casson handle embedded in 7j. We start by apply-

ing the reimbedding algorithm to embed T) in 7j. The second time, we use

the algorithm on each branch of T) separately. Each branch is symmetric in
the above sense and they all can be described by the same set of numbers: x2,
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Xi,X4, x'5, x'6 and x'n, so the algorithm will embed diffeomorphic seven-level
towers in the branches. These seven level towers and the original first level will
be all glued together to form a Casson tower with eight levels, rg2. Continuing
in this manner we obtain a sequence of embeddings of Casson towers as above.
Because each new embedding changes only the two topmost levels of the pre-
viously embedded tower, we can form the following infinite union: from the
first four levels of 7j we remove the d+-part of the boundary, then add the

fifth level of T] , the sixth level of T$, and so on, with ail 0+-parts of the
boundaries removed. The resulting union is a Casson handle embedded in 7j
which is specified up to diffeomorphism by the pair (p, n) and a sequence of
numbers {yk]'k=2- Again, p is the number of positive kinks and n the number
of negative kinks on the disc in the first level and, for each k > 1, yk is the
number of positive kinks and the number of negative kinks on each disc in the
kth level.

There are two reasons for symmetrizing towers. A Casson handle is defined
by an rooted, finitely branching infinite signed tree. An easy way to define one
is to specify that for each vertex on the nth level there are 2 y„ branches, half
of them with the + sign and half with the - sign (i.e., all discs of the nth
level have y„ positive and yn negative self-intersections). Another reason is
that new levels of a Casson tower are formed by adding 'kinky handles', but,
in general, the framings of the attaching circles of the kinky handles will be
different from those induced by self-plumbings of trivial disc bundles (see [GS,
p. 283] or [F2, p. 377]). Recall that if a is an attaching circle of a kinky handle
K, then the gluing of 2-handles onto the kinky handle K, over the "standard
loops" with their "correct framings", changes the pair (K, a) to (D4, unknot).
The "correct framing" of the attaching circle a is the one that results in the
0-framing of the unknot. Another framing comes from removing the kinks
by piping them to geometrically dual spheres with the trivial normal bundles.
Then, the resulting framing of a is the one coming from the self-plumbings.

If the numbers of positive and negative kinks are equal, these two framings are
identical.

Figure 2 shows a branch of an initial tower 7j after the symmetrization.
Possibly, some 1-handles of the sixth level are produced by introduction of
pairs of complementary 1- and 2-handles. The added 2-handles of the pairs are
not shown in the figure.

Iteratively applying the reimbedding algorithm, we can construct a Casson
handle in a given six-level Casson tower.

Theorem A. If 7j is a symmetrized Casson tower with six levels that has x
positive and x negative kinks on every disc except the one on the first level, then
there is an embedded Casson handle CH in 7J with the same first four levels

as T% and all discs of the nth level have yn positive and yn negative kinks,
where yn is

(1) y¡ is equal to x for i = 2,3,4;

(2) y5 =(10jc)2;

I0(.0x)>°
(3) y6 is (10*) and
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ioy{tt-i]
10(io*)

10<10x)

10(10x)1U

(4) for n>6,  y„ = (lQx)

Remark 1.0.2. For a nonsymmetrized six-level input tower the embedded Cas-
son handle has only the same first level disc as the input tower. The variable
x figuring in the definition of the embedded Casson handle can be taken to be
an upper bound of the numbers of positive and the numbers of the negative
kinks of the discs in C%_6), the upper levels of the input tower. The sequence

{y„}£i 2   remains the same.

1.0.3. Exotic Casson handles. Let V = B4uTs where 7g is attached to the
4-ball via an identification of the canonical framing of the attaching circle of
7g and the -1 framing of the unknot in dB4. In [G3], Gompf constructs

a smooth embedding of V in Mm = CP #(#m CP2) for "sufficientiy large"
m, so that the map Z = H2(V; Z) -» H2(Mm; Z) sends a generator to
3t?o+ex H— + e%, where *?,-, 0 < i < m, are the evident homology generators.

Lemma. Lei XcV be any subset such that H2(X; Z) -> H2(V; Z) is
onto. Then there does not exist a smooth embedding,   S3 c V - X.

Proof. Suppose that there is such an embedding S3 c V - X c Mm - X. Then
we could replace by a 4-ball the component of Mm - S3 that contains X.
The intersection form of the resulting smooth closed manifold would be equal
to E% e (m - 9)(+1 ) and such a manifold does not exist by Donaldson's work

[D].   D

One application, known to Gompf, is that any Casson handle embedded in
Tg must be exotic: if it were standard, we could take X = S2 in the Lemma
and the S3 would be the boundary of the total space of the normal disc bundle.
Use Theorem A to construct a Casson handle in 7g and note that since kinkier
Casson handles embed in the less kinky ones, we have proved

Theorem B. Let CH be any Casson handle which has at least one negative
kink on the discs of the first level, and a branch over one of these kinks with the
following description:

(1) each disc from the second, third and fourth levels of the branch has at
least one negative and one positive kink,

(2) each disc on the fifth level has at least 100 positive and 100 negative kinks
and

(3) for n > 5, all discs of the nth level of the branch have at least y„ positive
and y„ negative kinks, where y„ is

io'°10(a) y6 is 101U and

i0io<»-«)
1010

10 10
(b) for n>6,   y„ = l010
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Then, there is no diffeomorphism between the CH and D2 x R2, extending a

diffeomorphism between  d~CH and S1 x R2.

1.0.4.   Algorithmic description of an exotic R4. To construct an exotic R4,

recall that T% embeds in the standard 2-handle, and hence V c CP . Let
7° c Tj denote a symmetrized sixth-level tower inside T%. By induction,
define Ti+X c P by applying the Reimbedding Theorem to P and then
discarding the seventh level. Define A*, = B4 U 7*' via an identification
of the canonical framing of the attaching circle of T% and the -1 framing
of the unknot in dB4 as before. If we shrink the 4-ball a little each time,
we get a sequence of embeddings, Ni+l embedded in the interior of N¡ : let

X = nSi Ni • By construction  X c N,, c V c CP2. We show

Example. CP -X  is an exotic R4.

Proof. There is an immersion S2 -> V whose image consists of a slice of
the unknot, B2 c B4, and the first level core disc of the tower, Cx. This
map factors through each N,, and hence through X. The maps induced on

H2( ; Z) by S2 —► V and V -► CP are isomorphisms, so the Lemma

applies to show CP - X is not diffeomorphic to R4. If we can show that

CP - X is simply connected, simply connected at infinity, and that one has

J72(CP2 - X ; Z) = 0  we are done by Corollary 1.2 of Freedman [F2].
To fix some notation, recall B4 n P is a solid torus: let F2 c P denote

the boundary torus. With respect to the solid torus, we have a meridian, p, in
Hx(F; Z); note F2cP-P+i c P-Cx and the induced map tti(F2) -.
itx(T' - C[ ) has kernel Z. Let A be a generator. Note that by part (c) of the

Big Reimbedding Theorem, A dies in nx(T' — P+l ). Note X and u generate

tti(F2) . Finally, the kernel of the map 7Ti(r' - TM ) -► K\(P ) is the
normal closure of p, since this is clearly true for the map   it\(T' —Cx) -»
*,(!*).

A simple van Kampen argument shows that
(a) 7ix(T') -* iix(Ni)   is an isomorphism.
Furthermore, N¡ - JVI+1 = (B4 - B2 x B2) uFi (P - P+l ), where B2 c

B4 is the standard slice for our unknot in dB4 and B2 x B2 is a tubular
neighborhood of it. The map Z e Z = 7r,(F2) -► Z = %x(B4 - B2 x B2)
is just subtraction, since we are attaching with framing -1, and so the van

Kampen theorem shows that icx(P - P+l ) —* 7ti( N,■ — Ni+l ) is onto with
kernel normally generated by p. Hence the map

(b) 7tx(N,;- Nj+x ) -* nx(N¡)   is an isomorphism.
By comparing N¡ - Ni+k+1 = ( N¡■ - Ni+k ) U ( Ni+k - Ni+k+x ) with N, =

( N¡ - Ni+k ) U Ni+k and using (b) above, we see that the map tti ( N¡ - Ní+k )
-* ti( N¡ ) is an isomorphism for k > 1. By a limit argument,

(c) 7ii ( Ni - X) -» itx ( Ni )   is an isomorphism.
By part (b) of the Big Reimbedding Theorem and (a) above, the map

(d) Kx(Ni+x) - m{Ni)  isO

so 7Cx(Ni+x - X) —► 7ix(N¡ - X) is also 0. Hence CP -X is simply con-
nected at infinity.

By comparing   CP2 -X = (CP2 - N>-)U( N¡ - X)  with   CP2 = (CP2 -
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N¡ ) U N¡   and using (c) above, we see the map   iix ( CP  - X) -> nx ( CP )

is an isomorphism. Hence   CP  —X  is simply connected.

By construction, H»(N¡ ; Z) —► //.(CP ; Z) is an isomorphism for
* / 1, 4 and Hi(NM ; Z) -♦ Hx( N¡ ; Z) is zero by (d). Since nx(P )
is a free group on a finite number of generators, Hx(Ni ; Z) is torsion free

by (a). Furthermore, the map /i»(CP ; Z) -* H,(N¡ ; Z) is an isomor-
phism for * # 1, 4 and the map //'( N¡ ; Z) -+ //'( Ni+l ; Z) is trivial.
From the definition of Cech cohomology and an easy limit argument, the map

i/*(CP2 ; Z) -♦ H*(X;Z) is an isomorphism for * =¿ 4. The Alexander

dual of this map is the map //4_.( CP2 ; Z) -» //4_,( CP2 , CP2 - AT ; Z)

[Gr, Chapter 27], so   H,( CP2 - A" ; Z) = 0   for * > 0.   D

l.O.S. Remarks. The Casson handles described in Theorem B are the first
known examples of exotic Casson handles, i.e., Casson handles that do not
contain a smoothly embedded standard 2-handle that trivialize their attaching
circles (since any Casson handle smoothly embeds in the standard 2-handle ex-
oticness is equivalent to being nondiffeomorphic to the standard open 2-handle).
This family contains infinitely many nondiffeomorphic members: start with the
simplest one, CHx, with the minimal numbers given by the statement of The-
orem B. The reimbedding algorithm produces another Casson handle, CH2,
embedded in the first six levels of CHx. The new Casson handle, CH2, can be
described by taking y¿ from Theorem B as "the input x " in Theorem A. By re-
peating the construction one obtains a sequence of the Casson handles, { CH„ }
and CH„+x c CH„ . A Casson handle CHn from the sequence can be used in
the construction of an exotic R4 that is described in [Bl]. The resulting exotic
R4, denoted by Rn, depends only on (two copies of) CH„, and the embeddings
of Casson handles CH„+\ c CH„ obtained by the reimbedding algorithm ex-

tend to embeddings of the associated exotic R4 's, R„+i c R„. Any compactly
supported reimbedding in the opposite direction, CH¡ c CHj, i < j, will

result in a reimbedding R, c R¡■ c Rt that is supported in a compact neigh-
borhood of the involved Casson handles [B2]. That would produce a periodic
end in the sense of Taubes [T], in the place that would contradict an argument
from [DF] or [GS]. Details will appear in [B2].

The exotic R4 's constructed in [Bl] are a different "kind" than the one con-
structed in the present work because they can be smoothly embedded in the
standard open 4-ball and, therefore, in any smooth 4-dimensional manifold! It

is easy to see that the above constructed exotic R4 ( R = CP - X ) does not
have this property. Any embedding of R in S4 could be used to form a closed
manifold by identifying the ends of the complements of the embedded R in
S4 and Mm. Such a manifold would have the intersection form equivalent to
E% © (m - 9)(+l), which is impossible by Donaldson [D].

1.1.   Outline of the construction

Remark 1.1.1. A family of "standard loops" for a kinky handle can be con-
structed from a certain family of loops on the core of the kinky handle. A
kinky handle can be described as the result of self-plumbings of the standard
2-handle (or, equivalently, as a relative regular neighborhood of an immersed
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pair (D2, d) in the 4-ball, (D4, d), where the immersion has only double sin-
gular points with the preimages in the interior of the 2-disc). A construction of
"standard loops" starts with a disjoint family of arcs in the core of the 2-handle
(or in the domain of the immersion onto the core of the kinky handle). The
end points of each of these arcs are a preimage of a double point, and for each
double point such an arc is selected. The union of the images of these arcs in the
core of the kinky handle is a disjoint family of loops, where each loop contains
a unique self-intersection point of the core. A family of "standard loops" is ob-
tained by isotoping the constructed loops from the core of the kinky handle to a
disjoint family of loops in the boundary of the kinky handle. Without any loss
of generality, the loops on the core of a given kinky handle will mean either the
above-described loops on the core of the kinky handle or their isotopes in the
boundary. Section 1.3.2 contains an outline of a variation of this construction
in which the "loops on the core" are not required to be disjoint.

Our constructions will mainly take place in a collar neighborhood of the
boundary inside the 0-handle of the handlebody. We will use a diffeomorphism
of the collar neighborhood and S3 x I with the properties that, under the
diffeomorphism, S3 x {0} is identified with the boundary of the 0-handle, and
for every t e [0, 1] the intersection of the "slice" S3 x {t} and Cf_6 up to

an ambient isotopy looks the same as the link picture, i.e., (S3 x {0}) n Cf_6 .

In other words, the collar neighborhood with the core of the tower scooped out
is identified with [S3 - link) x /. We will visualize the collar neighborhood as
a vertical stack of 3-dimensional slices S3 x {t} , where "down" will mean the
direction in which "the collar coordinate" increases. The only changes allowed
in going from slice to slice are ambient isotopies.

In our constructions we will often connect different 2-complexes by pipes
that will run around the components of the 'input link' or around parts of the
components, and we will typically have many parallel copies of the 2-complexes
to connect. There is a degree of freedom in choosing the pipes, but we will

always assume that the parallel copies of 2-complexes are connected by parallel
pipes.

In section 1.6 we are going to find 1-stage capped gropes inside 7"? that are
algebraically dual to the discs of the fifth level of the input tower. Then, the top
stages of those capped gropes will be simultaneously contracted and the fifth-
level discs will be pushed off those gropes by Casson fingers (or 'finger moves').
These discs with the added Casson fingers are going to be C\, the core of a

new fifth level. A regular neighborhood of C\ together with a small regular

neighborhood of Cf_4 will be a new five-level Casson tower T\ in 7*f, with

the core C"_5, where Cf_4 = C,'_4 .

A new sixth level, C¿ , will be constructed in section 1.7. Each "loop" of C\
(that is, each of the "standard loops" of the kinky handles in the fifth level of
T\ , obtained by an isotopy, as described in Remark 1.1.1), will be capped by

an immersed disc. To construct such a disc, we will start with an embedded
punctured disc bounded by the loop and a family of meridians of C%_5. Then
we will cap those meridians by immersed genus 0 cobordisms between them
and some meridians of the fifth-level 1-handles, which in turn are capped by
parallels of the sixth-level core discs. Because these kinky handles added on top
of the C\ are not disjoint, they form a 'fake sixth level'.
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The construction of C¿ continues in section 1.7.2. There, we construct a
disjoint family of immersed spheres and 1-stage capped gropes that are dual
to each of the parallels of the 6th level core discs included in the 'fake sixth
level'. The sixth level is obtained in section 1.7.3 by a variation of the singular
Norman trick (described in section 1.5) that connects the immersed spheres with
the kinky handles of the 'fake sixth level'. The net result of the singular Norman
trick is that the intersections (and most of self-intersections) between the kinky
handles of the 'fake sixth level' have been traded for the self-intersections on
the added immersed spheres.

A seventh level is constructed by capping the loops on the sixth level by
immersed discs, a 'fake seventh level' (sections 1.8.1 and 1.8.2). Then, the 1-
stage capped gropes constructed in 1.7.2 are contracted and sequentially pushed
off each other. The resulting disjoint immersed spheres, together with the duals
to the fifth level, are used in the singular Norman trick again (section 1.8.3) to
trade the intersections on the 'fake seventh level' for new self-intersections.

1.2. Geometry of duals. We start with a description of the "elementary duals"
which will be the building blocks of the reimbedding algorithm. A "dual" to a
1-handle will mean a surface dual to the missing core of the replacing scooped-
out 2-handle. Each of the "elementary duals" consists of a parallel to the core
of a 2-handle or a scooped-out 2-handle in the handlebody description of the
input tower 7*£. Such a "vertical part" is closed in a single three-dimensional
slice by a "horizontal part", which is either a punctured surface or a surface with
nonzero genus. Some of the punctures on a horizontal part will be connected by
pipes with other elementary duals. In general, a connecting pipe will be linked
with a 1- or 2-handle, and also with all elementary duals that contain a copy
of the core of the same handle and that have their horizontal parts "below"
the pipe. Consequently, the pipes can run in the 'vertical' direction only in the
slices that do not contain those horizontal parts. We will build duals by using
several 'operations' which are also described in this section.

Let Tk be a symmetrized k -level Casson tower such that all discs of the n th
level (for n > I) have x„ positive and x„ negative kinks.

1.2.1. Core discs. A specific description of core discs and their parallel copies is
outlined next. Figure 3 represents several slices of a neighborhood of a positive
kink on a kinky handle from Tk , i.e., a neighborhood of a piece of the 2-handle
and one of the 1-handles from the standard handlebody description of a kinky
handle. This kinky handle can be on any level of Tk and we will describe for
it a core disc and its parallels. On each of the consecutive figures in Figure 3,
'the collar coordinate t ' is positive and higher than on the previous one. The
coordinate t of the slices in parts (a) and (b) of Figure 3 is in the interval

(0, j) ; for parts (c) and (d) t is in the interval (g, 1).

The core disc of the kinky handle contains the core of the included 2-handle.
In other words, if the collar coordinate of part (a) of Figure 3 is set to be 0,
the visible piece of the core of the 2-handle would be its attaching circle. In
part (a) itself, the visible piece of the core disc looks exactly as the attaching
circle of the 2-handle and it is a piece of a doubled unknot which intersects the
shaded area in two points. The shaded area is a piece of a parallel of the core
disc and in the figure it is a disc with two punctures bounded by a longitude
of the 2-handle. There is one more longitude in the figure. In shoes "below",
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there is an ambient isotopy that slides one of the two components of the clasp
through the other. The parameter of the isotopy is the collar coordinate. The
Figure 3(c) shows the intersection point between the components of the clasp
and part (d) is a picture of a slice "below", now meaning "after" the isotopy.
In part (d), the visible piece of the core disc is unlinked from the scooped-out
2-handle so we can assume (by an ambient isotopy, if necessary) that the circle
with the dot bounds a disc in this slice. Also, the remaining part of the core
disc is visible as the shaded area. The boundary of the core disc is visible in
part (d) and it is a meridian of the 1-handle on which the given kinky handle
is attached.

Next, we will finish the description of a parallel copy (or, shortly, a copy) of
the core disc whose piece is visible in (a) as the shaded area. This piece, which
is entirely in the slice from part (a) will be called "the horizontal part" of the
copy of a core disc. The longitude which bounds the horizontal part also has a
parallel of the core of the 2-handled added to it. The boundary of the visible
punctures is a Hopf link. This link is unlinked with the core disc but is linked
with the other longitude in part (a). In slices immediately "below", the Hopf
link is capped by a pair of intersecting discs. One of them is visible in part (b).
The boundary of the parallel (denoted by p in (a)) is also a meridian of the
1-handle on the level below. The other parallels of the core can be constructed
by taking parallel copies of the horizontal parts in different slices. Those copies
of the horizontal part are of course disjoint, but the pairs of discs added to
the 'Hopf link-holes' intersect all other longitudes and, consequently, the other
copies of the same core disc (see part (b)). The boundaries of the parallel
copies, and the core disc itself, are all meridians to the same 1-handle on the
level below, but each of these meridians is also linked with all copies of the
longitude to the 2-handles that are pieces of the "vertical parts" that have their
horizontal parts added in the slices "below" the one containing the meridian.

For the negative kinks, the pictures are the mirror images of those for the

positive kinks and we will not discuss the obvious necessary changes.
An nth level core disc of the input tower is denoted generically by d„. Be-

cause in our construction only the copies of core discs will be used and not the
core discs themelves, we also refer to a copy as a d„, or if there are more copies
of the same core disc, as d„ 's.

1.2.2. Characteristic tori. These are standard geometrically dual embedded
surfaces used to obtain geometrically dual immersed spheres. The horizon-
tal part of a characteristic torus is shown in Figure 4(b). The missing "vertical"
part consist of an embedded disc parallel to the scooped-out 2-handle. The
obtained torus has a natural trivialization of its tubular neighborhood, namely,
the one extending the parallel of the scooped out handle on the horizontal part.
An nth level characteristic torus is denoted by r„.

Next, we fix some conventions. We assume that on each characteristic torus
of the nth level there is a chosen symplectic basis of its first homology group.
This basis is ordered by selecting the " + " and " - " element. Part (a) of Figure
4 represents the punctured caps, which are punctured discs bounded by the
chosen symplectic base. Each of the punctures is connected by a pipe to a
parallel of the curve denoted by p, which is a meridian of the 2-handle visible
in the figure.
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Furthermore, we assume that for each nth level kinky handle there is a path
in the link picture of the input tower which connects the meridian p with
boundaries of all punctures of the punctured caps for the characteristic tori in
the kinky handle. This path is in the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of
the attaching circle of the 2-handle (in the given kinky handle) and its defining
property is that, if its end on p were connected with any puncture by an arc in
the picture which is above the link, the piece of the path together with this arc
should be (homologically) unlinked with this attaching circle (see Figure S). We
will translate this picture into the interior of the 0-handle of the handlebody
decomposition of Tk and refer to the obtained path as a "guiding path". A
"guiding path" has a double role. First, it will be used as a guide for the pipes
connecting the p with a puncture on a cap of a characteristic torus, by requiring
that each pipe be centered at the attaching circle and that the appropriate piece
of the guiding path lies on the pipe. Later, Casson fingers that run over the pipe
will have the pieces of the guiding paths as their centers.

1.2.3. Core surfaces. For each integer n such that 1 < n < k and for each
core disc on the nth level, there is an embedded surface with the same boundary
and the same vertical part as a copy of the core disc. We will assemble each of
these "core surfaces" from several pieces. Figure 6 represents a piece of the nth
level of tower Tk or more precisely, an intersection of a regular neighborhood
of a nth-level core disc (= kinky handle) and a three-dimensional slice of the
0-handle. The shaded areas in the figure are pieces of the horizontal part of
a core surface. The shaded punctured sphere that is visible in part (a) of the
figure has (2x„ +2)-many holes. In the figure only four of them are visible: one
is the circle bounding the shaded area and this circle is a preferred longitude
of the attaching sphere of the 2-handle. Two more circles are the places where
the attaching spheres of the 1-handles pierce the shaded area. Because on a
core disc in the nth level there are actually 2x„ kinks and therefore that many
1-handles, these two holes in the figure represent two of the 2x„ similar holes.
The fourth hole in the figure is the puncture due to scooping out the 1-handle
from the (n - list level (the 1-handle on which the 2-handle from the figure is
attached) and is denoted by p in Figure 6(a).

We cap the longitude (the first hole) by a parallel copy of the core of the 2-
handle. In Figure 6(b) there is a punctured torus associated to each kink of the
nth-level core disc visible in the figure (again only two of them are visible). Each
of the next 2x„ holes of the shaded area is capped by the associate punctured
torus from part (b) of Figure 6. The last hole p is the boundary of the surface.

The framing of the visible 2-handle is extended to the whole surface in the
obvious way. The induced framing on the boundary p is the 0-framing with
the respect to the slice depicted by Figure 6. As in the case of the characteristic
tori, we again assume that for each of the 2x„ added punctured tori (see Figure
6(b)) there is a fixed chosen ordered symplectic basis for its fundamental group.
This specified basis should be represented by a wedge of two circles.

The nth-level core surfaces are denoted by F„.
We can produce arbitrarily many disjoint parallel copies of the above con-

structed surface by placing their horizontal parts in different three-dimensional
shoes. The only thing to check is that for each copy of the surface constructed
above, the parallel copies of the core of the 2-handle that end on the longitudes
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in the slices "below", are not intersecting the surface. In the slice of Figure 6,
these parallel copies of the core of the 2-handle are visible as additional copies
of the preferred longitude, i.e., the unknots unlinked with the visible piece of
the core of the 2-handle. It can be easily arranged for them to be between the
2-handle and the horizontal part in Figure 6(a), so they will not intersect the
surface. However, note that a core disc with its horizontal part "above" the slice
from Figure 6 intersects the core surface, because in the slice containing the hor-
izontal part of a core disc, the visible piece of the core surface is a longitude
linked with the 'Hopf link holes' (Figure 3(b)).

For each of these parallel copies of the surface we assume the parallel choice
of the symplectic basis for the fundamental groups of the added tori.

1.2.4. Punctured geometric duals. We will construct a punctured geometrically
dual surface for each 2-handle of the nth level of Tk. Figure 7(a) represents
an intersection of a three-dimensional slice of the interior of the 0-handle and
a neighborhood of the 1-handle from the (n - l)st level on which the 2-handle
from the nth level is attached. A piece of the 2-handle is visible as an arc. Also,
there is a piece of a 2-handle from the (n - l)st level which is visible in the
figure.

In Figure 7(a) there is a shaded area which is a sphere with five holes near
the 1-handle from the (n - l)st level. The circle denoted by p is the boundary
of a disk transversal to the nth-level 2-handle. The holes in the shaded area
are the four meridians of the attaching sphere of the 1-handle and a preferred
longitude of this attaching sphere. Figure 7(b) is ambiently isotopic to Figure
7(a). It is an application of the introduction of a kink, as described by Figure
1. The shaded area in this picture is going to be the horizontal part of the dual.
It has both a negative and a positive clasp, but just one of them is linked with
the core. Again, we have five holes as Figure 7(a). The longitude is capped by
a parallel copy of the core of the scooped-out disk replacing the 1-handle, and

the four meridian holes form two Hopf links. As indicated in Figure 7(c), the
four holes in the shaded area that are meridians to the 1-handle are connected
by pipes with the boundaries (denoted by p in Figure 6) of the different copies
of the nth-level punctured surface from Figure 6. Each of these four copies of
p is in a different slice. We call this surface a punctured dual and denote it
by P¡, where i stands for the level in which the punctured dual is situated. A
copy of P„_i is dual to a core disc in the nth level and is disjoint from the rest
of the core of the tower Tk. This intersection is visible in parts (a) and (b) of
Figure 7 as the center of the disc denoted by p in these figures.

We frame this surface by starting with the framing for the parallel of the
core of the 1-handle (the scooped-out 2-handle) which is added to the preferred
longitude "bounding" the horizontal part. Then, the framing is extended to
the horizontal part in the obvious way, so that the meridian holes obtain the
0-framing in the slice. The pipes are also framed so that the induced framings
of their other ends are the O-framings (with respect to the slices containing the
other ends). If 2-handles were attached to the holes of this framed punctured
surface, the result would be diffeomorphic to  S2 x D2.

Copies of punctured dual P„ 's on the nth level will be used to cap the
(n + l)st-level meridians of the 2-handles. To produce arbitrary (finitely) many
copies of a punctured dual, two methods will be used.
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(a) To cap a collection of parallel meridians of the same (n + l)st-level 2-
handle that are linked with the same collection of the (n+1 )st-level core disks or
surfaces (i.e., which are homotopic in the complement of the core), we construct
the horizontal parts of all parallel copies of a P„ in a single slice. In Figure
7(d), pieces of two such parallel horizontal parts are visible. Adding the pipes
to the meridian holes in the slices "below" introduces intersections and self-
intersections between the resulting surfaces. The reason for that is that all
meridian holes form two Hopf links whose components are replaced by families
of their unlinked parallels. Consequently, each parallel of a punctured dual
together with the added pipes has a ' + ' and a ' - ' kink. Also, each pair of
parallels has four intersection points.

(b) We will make disjoint from P„ those punctured duals parallel to the
P„ that cap meridians of the (n + l)st-level 2-handles which are linked with a
collection of core surfaces different from the boundary of the P„. In the slice
that contains the shaded area of the P„, these parallel surfaces are visible as
unlinked longitudes to the 1-handle (see Figure 7(d)) which do not intersect
the horizontal part, but instead pass through its meridian holes. These holes
are piped to the added surfaces in the complement of these longitudes (i.e., a
longitude passes unaffected in the "vertical" direction throughout P„ and the
pipes added to it).

1.2.5.   Operations on duals. We will describe several operations which produce
new dual surfaces from the "elementary duals".

The chosen symplectic basis for each punctured torus added to a core surface
represents the surgery data necessary to surger the punctured tori to a disc.
The basis is described by Figure 6(b) for a core surface and by Figure 4 for
a characteristic torus. This data is used in "surgery on the middle level of an
even-dimensional manifold", which can be performed by either surgering out
the "Lagrangian", i.e., the first circle in the symplectic pair, or by scooping out
from the surface a regular neighborhood of the wedge of two circles representing
the whole symplectic basis and attaching on the resulting boundary component
(which is a circle) a disc. In the latter case the whole surgery kernel is cut
out and a special case of this operation is called the "contraction" of a 1-stage
capped grope in [FQ], where it is carefully explained. The version of it that we
will use is the following operation.

&x (the double surgery). In a core surface on the nth level, each of the
added punctured tori (Figure 6(b)) is replaced by: (a) an immersed disc
which is a contracted 1-stage genus 1 capped grope or (b) by a higher
genus surface.

(a) The replaced capped grope consists of a punctured torus with both sym-
plectic generators piped to copies of core discs in the (n + l)st-level. The body
of the grope is a parallel copy of the replaced punctured torus. The caps consist
of the two punctured discs bounded by the chosen wedge representing the sym-
plectic basis. Each of these discs has a puncture where the 1-handle is scooped
out. Then, each puncture is piped to a copy of a core disc one level up, as
sketched in Figure 8. Each pipe ends in a different slice on a copy of the core
disc. The resulting capped grope has intersecting caps and the caps also inter-
sect its parallels. To contract this capped grope we have to double the caps,
meaning that we have to construct an additional copy of each cap (see Figure
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13). The two additional copies of the caps can be constructed so that all four
caps are in different slices. The result of the contraction is an immersed disc
with the same boundary as the punctured torus.

(b) In the given core surface on the nth level, replace the added punctured
tori by the surfaces with the same boundaries and of the following type. From
the punctured torus cut out a wedge of circles that represents the symplectic
basis, as in the operation ¿?i (a). Then to the new boundary add four copies of
the (n -I- l)st-level core surface (as in Figure 13) to obtain a new surface which
is a 2-stage grope with its bottom stage contracted.

In case (b), this operation applied to several parallel copies of a core surface
yields disjoint surfaces. In the case (a), the result is a family of immersed discs
that intersect each other. The intersections come from the intersections of par-
allel caps of different capped gropes. However, the parallel bodies are assumed
to be disjoint. If we apply this operation on core surfaces from different nth
level kinky handles, then the resulting immersed discs will be disjoint because
the caps will be parallels of different (n + l)st-level core discs.

The next operation is a singular version of the standard surgery of a torus.

cf2   (the single surgery). Instead of producing a capped grope, this operation
performs a surgery on the first element of a symplectic basis. Each of the
added punctured tori is replaced by one of the following two surfaces.

(a) The following immersed disc: An annulus centered at the circle repre-
senting the ' + ' element in the symplectic basis is removed from the punctured
torus. Each of the two new boundary components is connected by a pipe around
the 1-handle with a copy of the core disc in the (n-t-1 )st-level (see Figure 8). The
two pipes used are parallel except near one end, where one of them is pushed
into another shoe.

(b) Surfaces with the same boundaries and of the following type: From the
punctured torus cut out the annulus centered at the circle representing the ' + '
element in the symplectic basis and add two parallel pipes (as in the operation
cf2 (a)). The ends of the pipes are two parallels of œ, each in a different slice.
Then add to each of them a copy of the core surface bounding it; each with its
horizontal part in the respective slice.

If this operation is applied to several core surfaces in the nth level, we will
have the same conclusions about the intersections between the resulting im-
mersed discs or surfaces, as we did for the operation ¿?i.

The following two operations use a characteristic torus from the nth level
instead of a core surface. See Figure 4.

c?3 (the double surgery). Use "the double surgery" on an nth-level charac-
teristic torus by cutting out the entire symplectic base and connecting
the punctured disc with a surface on the (n - l)st level. Connecting
pipes follow the guiding paths (see Figure 5) until the (n - l)st-level
1-handle. The added (n - l)st-level surfaces are:

(a) four copies of the punctured dual Pn-x on the 1-handle, or
(b) four copies of the characteristic torus   t„_1   on that 1-handle.
Analogous to the operation cf2 is:

¿f4   (the single surgery). The ' + ' element of the symplectic base of an nth-
level characteristic torus is surgered by two copies of:

(a) the punctured dual P„_i on the 1-handle below, or
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(b) the characteristic torus  t„_i   on that 1-handle.
There is one more operation that we are going to use and it has been already

described in section 1.2.4:

&s A copy of a nth-level punctured dual P„ is connected by pipes (as
described in 1.2.4) with four copies of either the core surface or the
core disc on the attached (n + l)st-level 2-handle.

1.3. Loops. In the construction of the embedded Casson tower we will cap in
each new level a standard family of loops. Typical pieces of the loops involved
in the construction are described in this section.

1.3.1. Conventions. The loops on the fifth and the sixth levels will consist of
pieces which are in separate slices and which are connected by pairs of parallel
arcs. Also, each of these pieces will be unknoted in the respective slice and
unlinked from its parallels. However, these pieces of the loops will be linked
with the core in the respective slices, meaning that the obvious discs they bound
will have punctures in the complement of the core. The punctured discs that
are bounded by pieces of a single loop, will be connected by ribbons.

Figure 9(a) describes how the pieces of the parallel loops can be capped by
disjoint punctured discs. Namely, by changing the collar coordinates, we can
embed disjoint annuli bounded by parallel pieces of the loops. Then, for each
loop, we choose a separate slice in which the loop is capped in the complement
of the annuli for its parallels. Note that this is always possible as long as the
parallel pieces are unlinked unknots in the selected slice.

We can compress the slices that contain the annuli of all pieces of the loop
to a single slice. Equivalently, provided that the loop satisfies a modest addi-
tional condition that it does not contain pieces that are vertical with respect to
slices, there is a well-defined isotopy which "slides" the different pieces into a
designated slice. This isotopy is defined in regular neighborhoods of the annuli
and can be trivially extended outside this neighborhoods to an ambient isotopy.
We will call this isotopy a projection.

Besides allowing us to construct a loop in one or several simple pictures, this
isotopy will be used to frame the loops in the following way: The "projected

loop" in a single slice (= S3) can be framed by selecting its longitude. Using
the inverse of the projection we obtain a "longitude" for the original loop. This
new longitude determines a framing of the loop, i.e., a trivialization of a solid
torus with the loop as a core. By this convention the "O-framing" for a loop is
well defined.

1.3.2. Intersecting standard loops. Let us consider the following situation. As-
sume that we have an immersed disk with equal numbers of positive and nega-
tive kinks. The fundamental group of the (image of the) immersed disk is a free
group with the number of free generators equal to the total number of kinks.
Furthermore, assume that there is an ordered set of pairs of free generators for
the fundamental group of the immersed disks, consisting of embedded loops
which are in the general position and each of them passes through exactly one
self-intersection point. Each pair is assumed to consist of a free generator for
a negative kink and one for a positive kink. Also, loops of each pair are either
disjoint or they intersect in one point. We will suppress the base point in this
discussion.
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Lemma 13.2. Suppose that there is an ordering of the pairs of free generators for
the fundamental group of an immersed disk as described above. Also, suppose
that for each pair both of the two representing loops of the pair intersect two loops
from any previous pair in the same number of points and that these intersections
can be paired such that each part of the loop between a pair of intersections does
not intersect any other loop. Then, the given set of free generators can be framed
to form a "standard family", i.e., the regular neighborhood of the immersed disk is
a kinky handle and after the loops are lifted to the boundary of the kinky handle
and 2-handles are added on them, the resulting manifold is a 2-handle with the
same attaching circle.

Before we prove the lemma let us recall "the standard picture", when we have
a disjoint standard family of loops on the surface.

If there is only one kink on an immersed surface, then the kink can be capped
in the following way. The two preimages of the double point are connected by
an embedded arc on the surface. Under the immersion, the arc is an embedded
loop passing through the kink. A picture of a regular neighborhood of the loop
inside the kinky handle is represented in Figure 10(a). In this figure, the piece
of the surface around the loop is visible as a disc with two holes which form
a Hopf link, together with two intersecting discs bounded by this Hopf link.
Again the neighborhood ( = 51 x D3 ) is "sliced" in a 1 parameter family of
three-dimensional objects, in this case, in a family of solid tori. After removing
an open neighborhood of the loop from the visible piece of the surface, the
remaining piece of the surface has a hole which is a doubled unknot. In other
words, the capping pair of the discs for the Hopf link is scooped out and the 2
holes are connected by removing a band. This piece of the surface is now in a
single "slice", as shown in the topmost slice of Figure 10(b).

The "slicing" of a neighborhood of a loop determines a framing for the loop,
meaning that the loop is pushed into the boundary of the kinky handle by
projecting it into a "shoe" in the boundary. There the loop is an unknot with
the 0-framing coming from considering this slice (= solid torus) to be imbedded
in a 3-ball. Using this framing, a 2-handle can be added. The neighborhood of
the loop, with the loop itself scooped out from the surface, together with the 2-
handle is a 4-ball and the hole in the surface is capped as in Figure 10(b), that is
by two copies of the core of the 2-handle which are connected by a once-twisted
band.

Remark. The framing of the resulting embedded surface differs from the initial
one by ±2, due to the change in the (geometric) number of self-intersection
points by one. This construction does not change the homology class of the
surface.

In the general situation, when there is more than one kink, we can find a
disjoint collection of arcs connecting the preimages of the double points and
locally we have the same picture (see Remark 1.1.1). If the number of positive
kinks is equal to the number of negative kinks, the resulting framing of the
surface will be unchanged.

Proof of the lemma. In the situation of the lemma, we do not necessarily have
disjoint loops. If two loops on the immersed surface intersect each other, we
can still cap one of them as before by adding a 2-handle. Now the other loop
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is not on the surface any more, the part which was intersecting the scooped out
open neighborhood of the first loop is missing. However, the missing part can
be replaced by an arc going over the two discs added on the first loop and the
twisted band that connects them. When the second loop is scooped out, the new

hole will be the once-twisted double of the unknot (relative to the "slicing" as
above); the twist comes from the loop following the twisted band and has the
opposite sign from the kink removed by capping the first loop. Furthermore any
other loop intersecting the first loop has to follow the band and consequently
will end up being linked with the second loop.

This situation is described by Figure 11. In part (a) of the figure, the added
pieces to the boundary of the complement of the two loops in the surface, are
drawn with the bold line. The resulting change to the second hole is shown in
part (b). There the part between the vertical gap is a piece of the second loop
that goes over the doubled core of the 2-handle and the added band. Also, in
the figure, there is one more loop shown that now twists around the second loop.

In the situation of the lemma, each ±-pair of loops intersects the previous
pairs in an equal number of points, meaning that, after the above-described
capping of the previous loops, the loops from the pair will get the same number
of positive and negative twists. Also, their linking number will remain the same.
If the loops in the pair were disjoint, the described procedure would produce
untwisted and unlinked holes that can be capped as described above.

In the case that the two loops from a pair intersect each other in a point,
the above procedure will not introduce any new intersections or link the two
loops. The framing for the first loop is obtained as before, but the framing of
the second loop is set to be the sign of the kink through which the first loop
passes (i.e., by ±1 ).

Figure 12(a) shows a piece of the boundary of a hole produced by scooping
out an intersecting pair of loops. Also visible are pieces of two of the loops (the
bold curves) to be capped after the given pair is capped. In the case shown in the
figure, the first loop has a positive kink and the second a negative. Therefore,
the framing for the second loop is set to be "1", and, after the second loop
is scooped out, the resulting hole is a positively twisted double. Part (b) of
the same figure is the result of an isotopy that moves the remaining loops that
intersect the pair in such a way that the resulting loops do not intersect the
second loop from the pair. This isotopy moves only the arcs that connect pairs
of intersection points and which are disjoint from all loops but the given pair.
Capping off the first loop results in part (c). There, the "missing" piece of the
second loop was replaced by a (negatively) twisted band as before (see Figure
11 ). All pieces of the remaining loops that intersect the pair are now twisted and
linked with the new second loop, but an isotopy that undoes the two ±-twists

untwists the band and unlinks the remaining loops. The second loop can be
capped now so that the remaining loops are disjoint from the capping disc.   D

1.4. Loops on duals. All self-intersections on the new sixth level will be on a
disjoint family of duals. Those duals will contain several levels of contracted
capped gropes and kinky handles capping the loops for their self-intersections
will form the seventh level. The included gropes will be build from characteristic
tori or from core surfaces using the operations 6^3 and <$x ■

The reason for using double surgery on tori (instead of the more usual ' +
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surgery') is that the intersections between the resulting contracted capped gropes
can be traded for self-intersections. This procedure uses the Casson fingers and
will be described next.

1.4.1. Casson fingers on contracted capped gropes. The general situation that
we have is described by Figure 13. This is a generic picture of a contracted
capped punctured torus (denoted by cG in the figure) which is a piece of a
characteristic torus or a core surface and is altered by the operation &x or 6*3.
In the figure we can see pieces of an intersection of the cores of three handles
(denoted by A, B and C ) and a three-dimensional slice. Also, a pair of
intersecting Casson fingers is visible in the figure as two pairs of parallel bold
arcs ending on a Hopf link. We are assuming that there are arbitrarily many
parallels of each of the two visible fingers, so one can view the bold arcs as being
cables of parallel arcs. The two doubled caps of cG consist of the four once-
punctured discs whose holes are bounded by the meridians of B and which
are connected by pipes with the four copies of a surface bounded by C. The
four pipes used are concentric to pieces of B. Their ends are numerated and
a selected orientation of the body induces orientations of the four parallels of
C.

The pieces of the Casson fingers invisible in Figure 13 are described by Figure
14. In Figure 14, there are several intersections of fingers and three-dimensional
slices. Two representatives of each family of the fingers are drawn. The slice
(7) is the one from Figure 13, and the slices (l)-(6) are "above", showing the
half of the intersections between the fingers. The slice (5) differs from the slice
(7) by a regular homotopy of a clasp that slides its two components through
each other. The induced intersection point is visible in the slice (6). Similarly,
the remaining visible clasp is "undone" between the slices (4) and (2), with
an intersection visible in the slice (3). After all arcs are unlinked (slice (2)),
the two families of arcs bound disjoint half-open discs (slice (1)). The picture

is repeated "below" the slice (7), in the "down" direction, until the slice (8).
Figure 15 represents a detail of Figure 13 in which the two families of inter-

secting Casson fingers are also represented only by a member of each.
Two intersecting families of Casson fingers can be added to any surface that

intersects the caps of the contracted capped grope from Figure 13. Note that
for each intersection between a surface and a cap of (an uncontracted) capped
grope, there are two intersection points between the surface and the doubled
cap. The above-mentioned Casson fingers are used to remove such pairs of
intersection points. Figure 16 describes an example of a Casson finger added
to a surface s to remove its pair of intersections with two parallel "elementary
duals" that are pieces of a doubled cap and that are denoted in the figure by cx
and c2. The upper part of Figure 16 represents a bicollared neighborhood of the
horizontal part of s inside the 0-handle. Six characteristic three-dimensional
slices are shown below, giving a description of the Casson finger added to 5.
The finger is linked with a doubled cap and continues over it until the body of
the grope where it ends as described in Figure 13 or Figure 15.

Let us suppose that there is a family of contracted capped gropes, as the one
in Figure 13, such that each has its body in a separate three-dimensional slice
and that their caps are formed from parallel "elementary duals". By adding
Casson fingers, we can make the family of contracted capped gropes disjoint.
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First, the family is ordered and then all intersections between the first and all
remaining gropes are removed by adding Casson fingers to the caps of all but
the first of the contracted capped gropes. Now, the first grope is unchanged, but
it is disjoint from all the other gropes. The other gropes have new intersections

and self-intersections, due to the intersection of the added Casson fingers. Next,
the gropes from the family are made disjoint from the second grope. Again,
the first grope is unchanged, the second one has only fingers avoiding the first
one and the others also have Casson fingers that avoid the second grope. After
repeating the process as many times as there are gropes in the family, we have
a disjoint family of contracted capped gropes.

Remark. Only one grope from the family is unchanged (the first one). All others
have progressively more self-intersections, so the "symmetry" of our construc-
tion will be lost, unless we add more kinks to all but the last grope in the family.

1.4.2. Loops for Casson fingers. Let K be a kinky handle and let C denote
its core. Suppose there is a pair of Casson fingers with a ± pair of intersections
that is added to C inside the kinky handle K. Denote by C the resulting
self-intersecting disc and by K' a regular neighborhood of C in K, i.e., a
kinky handle in K with the core C.

A link calculus picture of K' is Figure 17. In the figure, the dashed circles
denoted by a and w show two possible extensions of the standard basis of
n\(K) (i.e., a basis consisting of standard loops) to a basis of nx(K'). If we
add a 2-handle to the circle w with its 0-framing the fingers are "undone", i.e.,
in the union of the K' and the 2-handle there is an obvious regular homotopy
of C to C. However, adding w to the standard basis of nx(K) is not an
extension to a standard basis of tcx(K') . The other possibility is to add two
2-handles, one to a and another to a ± w , both equipped with the 0-framing.
It is easy to see that this gives a standard basis of n \ (K1) : simply slide the inner
clasp over (the 2-handle with 0-framing) a and the remaining one over a±w .

Because our construction of the new Casson tower does not use the link
calculus, we are going to give another description of the C. We assume that
AT is a regular neighborhood of its core in a 4-ball. Furthermore, as for the input

tower, we assume that K is in a bicollared neighborhood of a 3-ball inside the 4-
ball. In Figure 18(a) we can see the following piece of C : the finger to the left is
fully visible, and of the other one we can see its attaching circle and two parallel
arcs which pierce the first finger and are connected "inside" the first finger. Also
in the figure there is a neighborhood in C of the attaching circles of the fingers
and of an arc which connects these circles. This picture is in the 3-ball which
was assumed to have the above-mentioned bicollared neighborhood in a 4-ball.
The remaining pieces of the right-hand finger are two discs which are assumed to
be "above" and "below" in the bicollared neighborhood. This arrangement can
be easily obtained by an isotopy changing the "collar coordinates" of the fingers
and the connecting arc on the C. Although this part of C (an immersed
disc) was drawn in a 4-ball, the picture we are looking at consists only of a
regular neighborhood of the described immersed disc in the 4-ball, which we
temporarily denote by N.

The loops we are going to use are a parallel of the boundary of a and a
parallel of the boundary of a±w, which are drawn as the bold dashed closed
curves in Figure 18(a). In this picture of the 3-ball, the boundaries of a and
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a±w have the 0-framing. (Note that in this 3-ball these two curves are isotopic,
but that is only the result of the circle w being trivial in the 3-ball.) Each of the
two loops is defined as the union of a pair of arcs on the fingers and a parallel
of the arc that connects the fingers. These arcs start from an intersection point
of the fingers and together with the parallel of the connecting arc are in the
boundary of K'.

Part (b) of the figure is a diffeomorphic picture of N where the left finger
was isotoped back to C (compare with [FQ, section 3.1]). The other finger is
still visible as a curve and still pierces the rest of the disc in two points. The
discs bounding a and w are fully visible.

We show that the addition of two 2-handles to N will produce a 2-handle
with the same boundary. First we split N into two symmetric parts. In Figure
18(a) one can see a "dot-dash" curve on the left finger. This curve is extended
to the left until the boundary of the neighborhood of the connecting arc on C.
To the right it is the connecting arc itself, until the right-hand finger. After the
finger, the curve connects the attaching circle of the finger with the boundary
of the neighborhood of connecting arc on the right-hand side of the figure.
We assume that on the fingers this curve cuts each finger into two discs, each
containing one of the intersection points. We split the surface by cutting it
across this curve and extend it to a decomposition of its neighborhood N into
two parts. Part (c) of Figure 18 shows the "upper half" of N after it is split
across the described curve. This is the standard picture of a neighborhood of
a disc with one positive kink, and after adding a 2-handle to the loop that
was drawn bold in Figure 18(a), the resulting manifold is a 4-ball. The closed
curve in Figure 18(c) is an unknot and is a slice knot in the 4-ball. The "lower
half" of N differs in having a negative kink. After adding a 2-handle to it, we
glue the two slice discs together by identifying the copies of the splitting curve.
The resulting surface is shown in (d) and it is a disc embedded in N with the
same boundary as the immersed disc described by part (a) of the figure. So we

again see that adding two 2-handles to the described loops gives a kinky handle
diffeomorphic to K.

We proceed to a more general case when C is obtained from C by adding
arbitrarily many Casson fingers. We suppose that these fingers have all integral
intersection numbers equal to 0, meaning that the intersection points between
the fingers can be grouped in ± pairs. The loops which we are going to use are
the same as before. From each intersection point between two fingers, we run
an arc over each finger. The remaining end points of the arcs are connected
as before by a "connecting arc" on C. Then the obtained loop is lifted to the
boundary of K'. The "connecting arcs" used for all intersections of any two
fingers are the same, but we are taking disjoint lifts of these loops.

To see that these loops are an extension to a standard base of K', we use the
previous argument. Starting with any intersecting pair of Casson fingers we cap
all its loops by 2-handles. The argument above shows that the new kinky handle
we obtained has lost those kinks. Still, the new kinky handle has retained the
intersections that were between the other fingers and the removed pair. Each
pair of these intersections between a remaining finger and the new core disc now
looks like part (b) of Figure 18. Using the isotopy that sends part (b) to part
(a) restores the removed two Casson fingers but now they are mutually disjoint.
In this manner we remove all intersection between the fingers. The resulting
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surface is another core disc for the original (= without fingers) kinky handle
K.

In all cases that we will consider, self-intersections and intersections of caps
will be only on the second-level punctured duals, the fifth-level core discs and on
the Casson fingers added to the duals. Because of the "symmetrization" of all
core discs and the addition of an extra kink to each punctured dual, all capped
gropes considered do have an equal number of positive and negative kinks. For
the fingers from Figure 13 a visible piece of the loop is described in Figure 19,
where this piece, together with a line segment (denoted by p in the figure),
bounds a punctured disc (shaded in the figure). A neighborhood of this annulus
is framed so that its boundary is two unknots with 0-framing: the piece of the
loop closed by p and a meridian of A. This piece of the loop is unlinked with
the Casson fingers and outside of the picture it follows the two fingers up to
their beginning. Then, as explained above, the loop is closed by an arc on the
surface to which the two fingers were added.

1.4.3. Loops on caps. Beside the intersections introduced by adding Casson
fingers, a contracted capped grope has intersections and self-intersections com-
ing from the intersections of the core discs and the punctured duals used to
construct the caps. The intersections and self-intersections of the caps are not
visible in Figure 13 or Figure 15, but some of their loops should enter the figure
because the caps are parallel surfaces connected on the body of the grope. The
pieces of the punctured discs will be parallels of the "model" pieces visible in
Figure 20. There one can see a once-punctured disc for each of these loops
and a ribbon connected to the punctured disc ending on an arc denoted by p
in parts (a)-(c) of Figure 20. The puncture for a loop in (a) is a meridian
of A and that for a loop from (b) or (c) is a meridian of B. The way these
pieces fit together on a body of a grope is shown in Figure 21. This is the same
part of a contracted grope as in Figure 15, with the difference being that the
pair of Casson fingers is drawn with dashed lines. The arcs on the body of the
grope, drawn with bold curves, are pieces of the "model" loops. The rest of the
"model" loops are indicated in Figure 21 by the arrows, and in Figure 20 each
of them is drawn separately.

Loops for different intersections are obtained by taking parallels of the arc
from Figure 21. It is obvious that in some cases it is impossible to avoid
intersections between these loops. However, we can use Lemma 1.3.2 to obtain
a standard family of loops on a contracted capped grope. Before the addition
of the Casson fingers, all caps had equally many positive and negative self-
intersections. The intersections between Casson fingers are always in ± pairs,
so adding Casson fingers does not disturb this symmetry. As a consequence,
we can group the self-intersections in ± pairs. Figure 22 shows a piece of the
"horizontal part" of either a core disc or a punctured dual (the shaded area) near
the boundary of this elementary dual. The visible pieces of the loops for the
kinks on the surface are illustrated by three pairs of ± curves. Their ordering
is the one from Lemma 1.3.2, i.e., the order in which the pairs are to be capped
by kinky handles. The visible pieces of the loops end on the boundary of the
elementary dual, which is also an end of a pipe leading to the body of a grope.
On the pipe and afterwards, the loops are easily arranged to be disjoint up to the
pieces from Figure 21. Then, using Figure 13 and Figure 21, one can see that
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a ± pair of loops with intersections between caps with the same orientations
remains disjoint. A pair of loops on caps with different orientations has an
intersection point on the surface from Figure 21. The arcs in Figure 21 and
their translates (in general position) now represent pieces of ± pairs of loops.
Here each loop intersects the other pairs in ± pairs of points. Consequently,
the intersections on the body of the grope do not put any requirement on the
ordering of the pairs. The ordering of the loops is then generated by requiring
that the loops on the added Casson fingers come first (with an arbitrary ordering)
and then ordering the loops by the procedure described by Figure 22.

Hence, all the conditions of Lemma 1.3.2 are satisfied, provided of course,
that the chosen family of loops is a set of free generators of the fundamental
group of the given contracted capped grope.

1.5. Singular Norman trick. We are now going to outline briefly a particular
variant of the (singular) Norman trick which will be used throughout the con-
struction of a new Casson tower. A more general and more complete description
can be found in [FQ, section 1.9].

The Norman trick itself is to connect a kink of a surface with an intersection
point of the surface and a geometrically dual sphere, by an arc over the surface,
and then to take a tube around the arc with one end circle on the surface and
the other on the dual sphere. Then, the interiors of the discs bounded by the
end circles of the tube are deleted, one from the surface and the other from
the dual sphere. The resulting union of the surface—the dual and the tube
without those two open discs—is nothing but a connected sum of the surface
and its dual. But because the kink was in the interior of a disc thrown out
in the construction, the resulting connected sum has one kink less than the
original surface. Consequently, the Norman trick is just a carefully performed
connected sum of a surface and its dual. If the dual sphere was just immersed,
the resulting surface would get all the kinks of the dual instead of one of its
own, but this is sometimes an acceptable price to pay for the removal of an
unwanted kink. In the case that the geometric dual is an immersed sphere, the
construction is called the singular Norman trick.

We will use the singular Norman trick to 'remove' (in the above sense) in-
tersections and self-intersections of a family of parallel surfaces. Figure 23 was
drawn according to the conventions used in [FQ]. Briefly, it represents a three-
dimensional "slice" or the "level" in which some parts of surfaces are visible
and from others we can see only arcs. In Figure 23(a) we can see pieces of three
parallels of a part near a single kink of an "original" surface, and also the place
where the parallels intersect the dual (which is drawn as an embedded sphere).
The only pieces visible of each of the parallels to the surface are a square and
a line. The whole picture (a) is a "slice" in which one of the two intersecting
discs forming a kink is visible and for the second one we can see only a line
segment. In part (b) of the figure, one can see the result of the Norman trick
which eliminated the intersections depicted on part (a). The intersections com-
ing from the other kinks of the "original" surface are piped through the pipes
in the (b), and if there are m parallels of a surface with k kinks, ( m • k ) dual
spheres are needed for the Norman trick.

Remark 1.5. From Figure 23, it is also obvious that the sphere in figure (a) is
geometrically dual to each of the parallels separately, but if several parallels are
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part of the same surface, strictly speaking, the sphere is not 'dual' to the surface,
but the "trick" from figure (b) still works.

1.6. Construction of the fifth level and its duals. This step is the "Improved
three-stage Reimbedding Theorem" [GS, (3.3)]. A new fifth level and its geo-
metrically dual spheres are produced by contracting geometrically dual 1-stage
capped gropes.

1.6.1. C\ . For each core surface of the fourth level, select a copy (Figure 6)
with the collar coordinate of its horizontal part t = 1/2. Perform on each
of them the operation @x (a) by fifth-level core discs (see section 1.2.5). The
horizontal parts of the used copies of the core discs have the collar coordinate
3/8 < t < 1/2 in the case of '-' doubled caps and 1/2 < t < 5/8 for
' + ' doubled caps. The resulting immersed discs are contracted 1-stage capped
gropes. Their regular neighborhoods are kinky handles capping the meridians
to the third-level 1-handles that are in the slice t = 1/2. Each of these kinky
handles intersects all core discs from the fifth level whose copies were used in
its construction. As described in 1.4.1, we introduce finger (or Casson) moves
to push each of the fifth-level core discs off the kinky handles. The resulting
(regular homotopy equivalent) immersed discs are disjoint from each other and
from the above constructed family of kinky handles. These kinky handles will
be used in the construction of dual capped gropes. The added Casson fingers
are now going to be described.

Before the finger moves, each fifth-level core disc only intersects the con-
tracted capped grope used by the operation cfx to replace the punctured torus
for the fourth-level kink on which the given fifth-level core disc is attached. So,
for a fixed fifth-level core disc the relevant part of the input tower is a neighbor-

hood of the 1-handle for this kink. This picture is described by Figure 13, with
A being a piece of a fourth-level 2-handle, B the (fourth level) 1-handle and
C a piece of the fifth-level 2-handle added to the kink. Figure 24 shows the
same neighborhood after the operation &x (a). More precisely, it shows three
slices: the one to the left contains the body of the grope and each of the two
to the right contains one of the doubled caps, namely the shaded area to the
left-hand side of Figure 8. In each of these shoes the Casson fingers added to
the fifth-level core disc look like pairs of parallel curves. The same picture of
the fingers persists throughout a continuum of slices, parametrized by the above
defined intervals. For the collar coordinates on the boundary points, the parallel
curves in the left-hand part of Figure 24 bound ribbons. For t = 1 /2 we have
ribbons of both families of fingers visible and it is easy to arrange for them to
be disjoint. In the right-hand side of Figure 24, each ribbon is connected to a
punctured disc bounded by the respective copy of a component of the Hopf link
(see Figure 14). Those punctured discs are each in a separate slice, as described
in section 1.4.1. There, the closing ribbons for both families of the fingers have
the collar coordinates equal to 3/8 or 5/8 (the slices (1) and (8) in Figure 14).

The fifth-level discs of the input tower modified by the Casson fingers will
be the core discs of a new fifth level, i.e., the C\. The tower r5' is defined to
be the union of a regular neighborhood of Cf_A and a regular neighborhood of

C¡ in 7?.
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1.6.2. Duals to the C\. Now we are ready to construct the promised geometric
duals. We are going to construct dual capped gropes and then contract them.

The fourth-level characteristic tori t4 's that have their collar coordinates
in the interval (3/4, 7/8) are algebraically dual to the new core discs from
C\ . From arbitrary many copies of those tori t4 's we are going to build
immersed geometrically dual spheres. On each copy of a t4 (which is in a
separate three-dimensional slice) the operation ¿f3 (a) is performed (see 1.2.5).
The punctured duals used by this operation are all in the slice with / = 3/4.
Next, the operation <f¡ connects each of the P3 's by pipes with four copies
of an Fe, that is on the same 2-handle as the given t4 . For those copies of
core surfaces we assume 5/8 < t < 3/4. The operation &2 (b) is applied to
the handles of these F4 's, but this time the fifth-level core surfaces added by
the operation are "above" the fingers and 1/4 < í < 3/8. Finally, on the
added copies of the fifth-level core surfaces, the operation cf2 (a) is performed,
using copies of the sixth-level core discs with the horizontal parts also having

coordinates   1/4 < t < 3/8.
These immersed spheres are denoted by D5 and in fact are 1-stage contracted

capped gropes, each having a x4 as the body. All D5 's are dual to C¡ and
intersect each other in the parallel copies of some d6 's and P3 's.

Figure 25 shows the relative positions of the horizontal parts of the "elemen-
tary duals" used in the construction of a D5. We will use the same description
of (a piece) of the collar neighborhood in several more figures and the "code"
of the figure is described next.

Each horizontal line represents a single three-dimensional slice ( = S3 ), and,
for some of them, the collar coordinates are recorded in the figure. The dotted
lines changing slices are the connecting pipes. Each level is divided into two
parts by a vertical dashed line. The part to the left of the vertical dashed line
contains the horizontal parts of the elementary duals that are bounded by a
longitude of a 2-handle ( d„ 's, and F„ 's), and the part to the right contains the
duals bounded by a longitude of a scooped-out 2 handle, or 1-handle in our
notation (copies of t„ 's and P„ 's). Pipes that are linked with a 2-handle are to
the left of the vertical dashed line and those linked with a 1-handle to the right.
Whenever a dotted path representing a pipe hits a horizontal part of a dual, the
pipe intersects this dual.

In Figure 25 the shaded boxes represent the position of the Casson fingers
added to the fifth level that avoid the intersections with the surgered F4 (drawn
in the boxes).

Summary. We have constructed a new fifth level in the first five levels of the
input tower. The core discs of the new fifth level are in the complement of
C,'_4 and in the complement of certain immersed discs in the input tower.

Those immersed discs that the core discs of C¡ are avoiding will be parts of
a new sixth level and of its duals. For each of the core discs of the new fifth
level there is a geometric dual (denoted by D$ ) which is an immersed sphere.
The resulting family of geometric duals is not disjoint because parallel copies
of the Pi's and d& 's do intersect each other. Also the exact number of needed
copies of each dual to a disc of C\ is not established yet. However, after the
construction of the new sixth level we will be able to estimate the number of
duals we will need.
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1.7. Construction of the sixth level. We will find an embedding of a new six-
level Casson tower T¿ inside 7^, such that the induced map from iix(T¿)

into 7ti( 7¡f - T¡ ) is trivial. The standard loops on T¡ , that are a basis of

nx(T¿), will be capped by disjoint immersed discs. Those immersed discs will

also have geometric duals in T$ - T¿ . This construction will be a proof of
the Big Reimbedding Theorem.

1.7.1. Loops of C\. The new self-intersections of a fifth-level disc are the
intersections of the two intersecting families of Casson fingers. Recall that those
fingers were added to the core discs from C5° in order to avoid the intersections
between the core disc and its parallels. For now, we fix a fifth-level kinky handle
of the input tower and we will construct a loop for each intersection of the added
Casson fingers.

Recall from section 1.4.2 that all the loops for a family of intersecting Casson
fingers with trivial integral intersection numbers can be constructed from the
following pieces.

(1) For each intersection point on a Casson finger, there is an arc on that
finger which starts at the intersection point and retraces the finger to its
attaching circle.

(2) The attaching circles of every pair of intersecting Casson fingers are
connected on the core disc by a ("connecting") arc.

For each intersection point, we take the appropriate pieces together to form a
loop on C\. Then, as described in Remark 1.1.1, we will isotop all the loops

on C\ to a disjoint family of (standard) loops in the boundary of the new fifth
level.

We start the construction of loops with the pieces from (2). Figure 26(a)
represents a piece of one of the two slices in the right hand part of Figure 24.
Compare this figure with Figure 3(a). Both intersections of the core disc and its
parallel from Figure 3(a) were removed by Casson fingers. In Figure 26(a) one
can see where the replacing Casson fingers were added to the core disc. In those
two slices the fingers are visible as pairs of parallel curves. Each Casson finger
follows an arc on the parallel (the shaded area in Figure 26(a)) until it reaches
the pipe around the 1-handle immediately below. We choose a small disc on
the parallel, near the beginning of the pipe. For each Casson finger added to the
kinky handle there is a path in the boundary of the kinky handle which connects
the attaching circle of the finger with the chosen 2-disc. Each of these paths has
the following property: for each intersection point removed by a finger, a loop is
formed that contains the path that starts at this point and the path followed by
the finger that removed the given intersection point. The remaining end points
of this paths are near the fixed disc, where they are connected by an arc. A
loop constructed in this way bounds a once punctured disc in the complement
of the core of T% . The boundary of the puncture is the attaching circle of the
sixth-level kinky handle added to the kink from which the Casson finger (and
the given path) started.

In the (b) part of Figure 26 one can see a piece of the same neighborhood of
a (positive) kink as in (a), but in a different slice. Pieces of two such paths are
visible in the figure as dashed lines. Each of these paths is constructed in the
following way. First the path followed by the Casson finger is projected "down"
by increasing the "collar coordinate" until it reaches the slice where the original
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core disc is visible as an embedded disc, i.e., for some t, 1 < t < 7/8. This
slice is described by Figure 3(d). In this slice, the starting point of the finger is
connected with the projected path by an arc in the neighborhood of the disc (the
shaded area in Figure 3(d)). Now use Convention 1.3.1 to lift this arc back to
the slice from Figure 26(b) or Figure 3(a). The result is one of two dashed arcs
in Figure 26(b). For a negative kink we have the mirror image of the figures.

The arcs described above for a pair of intersecting Casson fingers are joined
together in the chosen disc and form "connecting arcs". These arcs are easily
arranged to be disjoint so we have now the pieces from part (2) in the above
decomposition.

The pieces from part (1) are arcs following the intersecting fingers, as de-
scribed in section 1.4.2. These arcs are visible in the left-hand side of Figure
27. For each intersection we have designated a separate slice and we assume
that each pair of arcs for an intersection is in this slice. Using convention 1.3.1
again, we project the whole loop into a single slice. The projected loop is drawn
in Figure 27. In order to simplify the picture, this loop was incorrectly drawn
on the fingers themselves, but the loop is actually in the boundary of a tubular
neighborhood of the fingers. The three different parts are separated in the same
way as the ones in Figure 24 (but are now in a single slice). Also, a thrice
punctured disc bounded by the loop is visible in the figure. Each of the three
pieces of the loop bounds a ribbon with a puncture.

The left-hand piece of Figure 27 contains a once punctured disc with the
boundary of the puncture being a meridian of the fourth-level 2-handle and is a
reproduction of Figure 19 from section 1.4.2. These three pieces of the projected
loop and the three once punctured discs that they bound are connected together
in the obvious way. We frame these three punctured discs such that all four
boundary components have the 0-framing. To see that this is possible note that
the punctured disc on the left-hand side does not intersect the Casson fingers
and that the parallel longitude of this piece of the loop is parallel to the other

arc in the intersection of the slice and the finger. For the parts to the right,
the existence of the 0-framing is obvious. Note also that the projected loop in
the slice of Figure 27 is the unknot. As we have shown in 1.4.2, from these
properties, it follows that the loops for all new kinks of a core disc in C¡ can
be made disjoint. Recall that we also use the projection from 1.3.1 to define
the framing on the loop as the inverse of the framing of projected loop.

For each loop we have constructed a thrice punctured disc bounded by the
loop. Two of the punctures (from Figure 26(b)) can be directly capped by the
sixth-level kinky handles and the third one is a meridian of a 2-handle from
the fourth level. For a given intersecting pair of Casson fingers there are two
intersection points, but one is "above" the Casson fingers and the other one
"below". Consequently, for the given pair of fingers, one of the two punctured
discs capping the two loops has the puncture (in the left-hand side of Figure 27)
"above" the Casson fingers and the other "below". In both cases we are going
to construct capping kinky handles. We assume, as in section 1.4.1, that each
intersection between Casson fingers is in a separate slice and that the piece of
the punctured disc near the puncture is in a nearby slice, away from the slices
that contain the intersections. The puncture, being a meridian to the core of a
fourth-level 2-handle, is piped to a copy of the punctured dual P3. Then the
operation 0$ adds four copies of the F4, the core surface on the given 2-handle.
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These core surfaces have their horizontal parts in the separate shoes which are
"above" the one that contains the intersection point, but still "below" the ones
œntaining the next intersection point "above". Then, the operation &2 (b) adds
the copies of Fs 's with their collar coordinates in the interval 1/4 < t < 3/8.
The operation &2 (a) surgers the added Fs's by copies of the core discs that
satisfy the same condition:   1/4 < í < 3/8.

Figure 28 shows how this operation can add the connecting pipes without
intersecting the Casson fingers from the C\ . The added copies are "above"
the fingers, meaning that the pipes run through the slices œntaining fingers.
Because pipes are linked with either both or none of the two arcs from a Casson
finger, the pipes can pass throughout the slices that contain capping ribbons
without introducing new intersections. Next, the application of the operation
c?2 (a) with the sixth-level core discs finishes the construction of a kinky handle
that bounds the puncture of a loop.

In Figure 29 two examples of such capping kinky handles are shown, corre-
sponding to the punctures for the intersections of a pair of the Casson fingers.

Note that this construction does not produce a disjoint family of kinky han-
dles. However, the only intersections are between the copies of same d(, 's and
not between the included copies of P$ 's. Also, for each of those capping han-
dles, all but two self-intersections are on the copies of d(, 's. The exceptions are
two kinks on the copy of a P3. Recall that one of them was added in order
to restore the symmetry of positive and negative kinks and so can be trivially
capped by a kinky handle with an arbitrary number of kinks (see section 1.1.2).
The other, nontrivial, kink is capped by a punctured disc as described by Figure
10. This puncture is a meridian of the appropriate third-level 2-handle and in
Figure 29 is denoted by 'u' or 'd', depending on the position of the intersection
point with the respect to the fingers. These punctured discs with the puncture
'u' or 'd' will be a piece of the seventh level.

The cores of these kinky handles will be denoted throughout this section by

/'•

1.7.2. Disjoint duals to the sixth level of the input tower. We start with a family
of copies of all third-level core surfaces, F3 's. The horizontal parts of the copies
of the same F3 are all in the different slices, but each of those slices contains a
copy of each F3 . The "collar coordinates" of these slices are in the same open
interval centered in 1/2 and such that the ribbon of slices parametrized with
this interval contains no intersection points of the Casson fingers added to the
fifth level. We denote this interval by /. (Note that / c (f, f ) .) On each
copy of an F3 the operation <?x (b) is performed, using disjoint copies of the
F4 's which were constructed in section 1.6.1 and on which the operation <f\ (a)
has already been performed (see section 1.6.1). Copies ofthat surgered F4 are
obtained by small changes of the collar coordinate t of the F4 together with
its caps. The collar coordinate of this F4 is 1/2 and the translated copies still
have their t 's in the interval /. Recall that the Casson fingers added to the
fifth level were set so that those double-surgered F4 's are disjoint from the core

of C\.
The obtained immersed discs are denoted by Q. In fact, they are twice

contracted 2-stage capped gropes and they are disjoint from the core. The
boundary of a Q is a meridian of a second-level 1-handle, so, in the sense of
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section 1.2, they are dual to the second-level 1-handles. The mutual intersections
between Q 's are on the parallels of the same core discs d$ 's that are included
in Q's.

To make this family of duals disjoint we use Casson fingers. The family is
ordered by first taking an arbitrary ordering of the second-level 1-handles. For
each slice, this orders all the ß's that have the horizontal parts of the F3's
included in that slice. Then it is required that a Q with its F? above the F3
of some other Q is "after" the other one with respect to the ordering. Then,
as described in section 1.4.2, the intersections between the Q 's are removed by
adding Casson fingers, where the bodies of the contracted gropes are F3 's.

For each kink on an included copy of a fifth-level core disc ¿5 in a dual we
have an intersection of the copy with all other copies of the same core disc. To
remove the intersections with the copies included in a doubled cap of some other
dual, a Casson finger is added to the copy of d$ (see Figure 16). This finger is
linked with the double cap. It follows a vertical part to a slice which is "above"
all horizontal parts of copies of core surfaces in the doubled cap. Then, inside
this slice, the finger follows a guiding path, as described by Figure 5 (see section
1.2.2). At the end of the path, the finger one more time follows a vertical line
until it reaches the horizontal part of the copies in the double cap. Using Figure
14 again, the finger looks like the fingers added to the original fifth level: in a
neighborhood of the horizontal part of the copies its intersection with all but
two slices consists of two parallel arcs with ends connected. In the remaining
two slices, the intersections are ribbons bounded by those two arcs.

Figure 30 shows a neighborhood of a kink on a copy of a d¡, inside the slice
that contains it. There we can see some of the added fingers as the holes in
the horizontal part. The ends of the above described paths are visible in Figure
30, but this time the figure is interpreted as the neighborhood of a kink on the
doubled cap that is linked with the finger.

Note that near the handles of the included F4 's there are already fingers

added to the fifth level core, so the newly added fingers avoid intersecting them
by ending up on F3 's rather than on the F4 's. The picture of the fingers near a
punctured torus of an F-¡ is described by Figure 13, section 1.4.1, with A being
a piece of a third-level 2-handle; B the (third-level) 1-handle; and C a piece
of the fourth-level 2-handle added to the kink. It is also reproduced in (b) part
of Figure 31. Parts (c) and (d) of Figure 31 show how the newly added Casson
fingers can avoid the Casson fingers added to the core, and also how they can
avoid loops on the Q 's.

We are still going to refer to these duals as Q 's.
The other family of duals we are going to construct will be denoted genetically

by R. The body of an R is a copy of a third-level characteristic torus, T3,
with the collar coordinate for its horizontal part in the interval (0, |). The
operation <f3 (a) adds four copies of a P2 to each T3. All copies of the P2 's

that are used are in the slice t = \. The resulting punctured spheres are the
dual R 's and are dual to the original fourth-level core. These punctured spheres
are not disjoint because we assume that pipes with disjoint and unlinked ends
are already added to the punctures from Figure 7(d) (in 1.2.4).

Again, to make this family disjoint, Casson fingers are introduced. Bodies
on which the fingers end are double-surgered r3 's and the ordering used on the
R 's satisfies the same conditions as the one for the Q 's: T3 's on the different
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1-handles are ordered arbitrarily and for their parallel copies it is required that
those "above" come "after" in the ordering.

The picture of the beginnings of the added Casson fingers is similar to the
one for the Q's: as in Figure 30, a finger follows a connecting pipe until the
boundary of a P2, i.e., it ends near the attached third-level 2-handle. The paths
followed by the pipes are shown in Figure 7(c), and one of the two arcs that
represent the intersection of a finger and a slice is shown in Figure 32(a). Then,
each connecting pipe follows a guiding path until it ends on a T3, where we
have the standard picture: Figure 13 from section 1.4.1, with A being a piece
of a third-level 1-handle; B the (third-level) 2-handle; and C a piece of the
second-level 1-handle. See also Figure 31(b).

Now, we complete the construction of duals to the sixth-level core discs. On
each of arbitrary many copies of the fifth-level characteristic tori, t5 's, we apply
the operation cf4 (b). Next, the same operation, cf4 (b), is used on each of the
added x4 's, but this time the operation uses the R 's, i.e., the double-surgered
T3 's. The tori T5 's, t4 's and T3 's that are used are all supposed to have their
horizontal parts in slices parametrized by t e (\, \). Now we have a disjoint
family of punctured spheres dual to the sixth-level core discs.

The punctures are capped by those Q 's that have the collar coordinates of
the included F3 's and F4 's in the interval / n (3, |) : i.e., the operation <f¡ is
applied on P2 's in the R 's by connecting them with the copies of F3 's which
are included in the Q 's. The resulting disjoint duals to the d6 's are denoted
by D6 and are depicted in Figure 33.

For the construction of the seventh level we will need one more class of
duals. For each d6 from C% there is an additional dual that we denote by E.
It differs from a D6 in that, on each of two copies of a t4 added to a x$,
the operation ¿?3 replaces the operation cfA. Consequently, each t4 is double
surgered by four R 's. Also, we require that the T3 's, t4 's and T5 's used in
the construction of the E 's have their horizontal parts in the ribbon of slices
parametrized by t e (0, ^). We further require that the F3 's and the F4 's of

the Q 's we use have their collar coordinates in the interval J n (|, j). In the
other words, the R 's and the Q 's that are used in the construction of the E 's
are 'after' those used in the construction of Df, 's, where 'after' is in the sense
of the above described orderings of R 's and Q 's.

1.7.3. Singular Norman trick. We use the singular Norman trick to get rid of
the intersections and self-intersections in the sixth level of the f 's by con-
necting them with the copies of D6 's constructed above, as we have outlined
in section 1.5. Now we have a disjoint family of immersed discs trivializing
all the loops of C\ . New self-intersections of these discs come from the self-

intersections of Z>6 's, so their loops are in   T% - C¡_¡ .
These discs can be taken as core discs of the new sixth level. To preserve

the symmetry of the construction, we "symmetrize" these immersed discs in
the same way we symmetrized the input tower all discs are made to have the
number of the positive and the negative kinks equal to x'6 by adding new kinks
when necessary. For the number of kinks x'6 we can take any upper bound for
the set of all numbers of kinks. These symmetrized discs are going to be the
C¡ and their regular neighborhoods are kinky handles that form the top level

of n ■
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Summary. The constructed F6' satisfies the properties of The Big Reimbedding
Theorem, as stated in section 1.1.1. Properties (a) and (b) are obvious from the
construction of T¡ . Note that (a) also holds for the original 'input tower', i.e.,
before the symmetrization of T%. That the map from (c) is an isomorphism
is a consequence of (a), (b) and the existence of geometric duals for the discs
of C\, namely a copy of each Ds ■ The immersed spheres denoted by £ are
geometrically dual to the core discs of the input tower and are disjoint with the
core of 7;1.

1.8. Construction of C). We finish our construction of Tj by constructing

C) in a way similar to the way in which C\ was constructed: we will use

the extra parallels of the sixth-level core discs to cap the loops of C\ with
the immersed discs whose mutual intersections will be removed by the singular
Norman trick.

1.8.1. Loops on duals. Most kinks on a kinky handle from C\ are the self-
intersections of the copies of the dual immersed spheres D6 's which were con-
nected to a single /'. The remaining kinks are already capped by disjoint
embedded punctured discs whose punctures are the meridians of third-level
2-handles, denoted by 'u' and 'd' in Figure 29 (see section 1.7.1).

In this section we are going to cap the remaining loops which are on the De 's.
Recall that those duals are contracted capped gropes that are made disjoint by
adding Casson fingers. Because different duals are disjoint, any loop for a sixth-
level kink will be entirely on a single dual.

Loops on the Q 's. A loop for a kink on a copy of d$ is the same as the one
described by Figure 10 from section 1.3.2. Such a loop is visible in Figure 34.
The loop is capped in the same way as the one in Figure 10, but this time by
an embedded punctured disc that is in a small ribbon of slices immediately
"below" the slice that contains the loop, and still "above" the horizontal parts

of other copies of the given ds. The two punctures in this capping disc are
the result of the loop being linked with a fifth-level 1-handle and with one of
the Casson fingers added to the fifth level (see Figure 30). So, one of them is
a meridian of a fifth-level 1-handle and the other one is a meridian of a core
disc included in C\. However, the second meridional hole is linked only with
the core disc itself and no other copy of d5 ■ Consequently, we can run a pipe
from this hole in the "down"-direction, with the other end "below" all other
constructions in the fifth level. There, we cap the end of the pipe by a dual D$.
The meridian of a fifth-level 1-handle is capped with a copy of a sixth-level core
disc, or, more precisely, with a copy of the d(, that is attached to the 1-handle.

We have a similar situation for the intersections between the different copies
of a ds- However, these different copies can belong to different doubled caps of
one or two copies of a double-surgered punctured torus of an F4. These in turn
can be pieces of different doubled caps of a punctured tori on an F3. In these
cases, any loop for the intersection must pass over the body of a contracted
capped grope. In all cases, the loop consists of the two arcs that both start
from the intersection point and follow the horizontal part of one of the two
intersecting copies of the same ds. Then, the arcs follow parallel pipes toward
the copies of an F4, a fourth-level core surface. The parallel pieces of the
arcs that are on the pipes obviously bound a ribbon in the complement of the
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other duals and the core. When projected in a single slice "above" all involved
horizontal parts, the pieces of the arcs that are on the horizontal parts of ds 's
are parallel to one of the above-described loops for a kink of d5. The only
difference is that in order to close those pieces in a loop, we have to add an end
to the ribbon. Again, in the chosen slice, we can embed a twice-punctured disc,
whose holes are the same as before.

The other end of the ribbon is near the (one or two) copies of the F4 to
which the given d% 's are piped, or more precisely, near the punctured tori
which were contracted by the operation cf\. The picture is described in parts
(c) and (d) of Figure 31, where such loops are visible as dashed arcs. In the
case that both copies of the d$ were connected to a single copy of the F4, the
loop is completed by letting the two arcs follow the fifth-level fingers. Then, as
indicated by Figure 31 (c), the closed path consisting of the remaining end of the
ribbon and the piece of the loop visible in the figure is linked with some of the
fifth-level Casson fingers. Also, in the case of an intersection between the two
different doubled caps of an F4, this loop can be linked with the visible fourth-
level 2-handle, as in Figure 19. We can cap the loop by adding a punctured disc
whose punctures are meridians of the C\ , of a fifth-level 1-handle and possibly
of a fourth-level 2-handle. By constructing those punctured discs in slices near
the horizontal parts of F4, we can make those discs disjoint from each other,
the C¡_6 and all Casson fingers (convention 1.3.1).

In the case that the intersecting copies of a ds were piped to different copies
of an F4, the two arcs are near the two copies of the F4 's, but after projecting
in a slice they are also linked with the fingers. Then, the arcs continue (the
dashed arrows in Figure 31(c)) over the parallel pipes until they end on F3, as
described in Figure 31(b) or Figure 21. In Figure 20 we can see the punctured
discs, with A being now a piece of a third-level 2-handle, B of a 1-handle
on the same level and C the attached fourth-level 2-handle. Note that those
punctured discs also miss the Casson fingers and are again made disjoint by
constructing them in separate slices. So, a capping punctured disc differs from
the ones before by having a punctured disc from Figure 20 added by a ribbon
to one of the previously constructed capping discs.

Consequently, a loop on a Q bounds a punctured disc with punctures being
a meridian of a fifth-level 1-handle, meridians of some or, possibly, all fifth-
level Casson fingers, a meridian of a fourth-level 2-handle, and a meridian of a
third-level 1- or 2-handle.

Loops on the R s. The original self-intersections on the R 's were on the be-
ginnings of the pipes added to the punctures on P2 's.

The pieces of the loops on the horizontal parts of the copies of a P2 are
similar to those on d5 's and they bound half-open discs near the horizontal
parts of P2 's (see Figure 32(b)). Those discs are possibly punctured by the
second-level 2-handle and they end on a ribbon that follows the pipes toward a
t3 . There we again have the picture of Figure 31(b) or Figure 21 and each loop
is closed on the torus. The ribbon is glued to a disc punctured by a third-level
1- or 2-handle, i.e., the picture is again Figure 20, discussed in section 1.4.3,
with A as a piece of a third-level 1-handle, B of a third-level 2-handle and C
the second level 1-handle on which B was attached. As before, the punctured
discs from Figure 20 are disjoint and in the complement of the core and the

/Vs.
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Loops on fingers. Loops for intersections of Casson fingers on the Q 's and R 's
will be constructed and capped separately, but first, a common strategy of the
two constructions is described.

A loop on a pair of intersecting Casson fingers consists of three arcs: two
are just modified paths followed by the intersecting fingers and their starting
points are connected by the third one that is an arc on the dual. (Note that all
intersections are between fingers added to the same dual.) These modifications
to the paths are performed in those pieces of the paths which themselves are
pieces of the longitudes of ds's or P2 's: in other words, in the slices "above"
the horizontal pieces of ds 's and in the slices "below" the horizontal pieces of
P2 's. To the modified parts we add twists around the finger, as for the finger
guides in section 1.2.2, so that the modified arc is unlinked with the copies of
the ds or P2 's in the doubled cap. However, such arcs are linked with the core
disc and all its copies that are not in the doubled cap.

The third piece of a loop on the fingers is an arc connecting the starting
points of the fingers and it will be constructed from pieces parallel to the loops
for kinks that are not the result of the finger moves.

In general, a kink on Casson fingers is the result of addings of several gen-
erations of Casson fingers, each generation of fingers removing intersections
between the previously added fingers and other duals. An example is shown in
Figure 35(a) and (b). It shows a family of three intersecting capped gropes and
some of the added Casson fingers. In part (a), two intersections are already re-
moved by finger moves, i.e., Casson fingers are added to all but the first capped
grope. The pair of Casson fingers in the figure has two intersections. The figure
in (b) shows one of the two intersections on the Casson fingers removed by a
new pair of Casson fingers.

Because most of the loops contain arcs that follow several Casson fingers, we
will split the loops on the fingers into "arc pieces" and cap each of them by
an immersed half-open disc. The union of the missing pieces of the boundary

of discs bounded by the "arc pieces" of a single loop, will form homotopically
trivial unknots with the 0-framing (in the sense of the convention from 1.3.1).
Such an unknot bounds a 2-handle inside the complement of the T¡ in the 0-
handle. The union of the core of this 2-handle and of the immersed half-open
disc bounded by "arc pieces" of a single loop will be a capping immersed disc
for the given loop.

The points where a loop is cut into the "arc pieces" are near intersections
between duals that have been removed by the Casson fingers. So we have the
following description of a loop on the fingers. Each of two arcs that is on the
fingers starts from the self-intersection point that is near the body of an R or a
Q. Then each arc retraces backwards one of the two intersecting fingers until it
reaches either the original dual ( d$ or P2 ) to which the given finger was added
or a neighborhood of a removed intersection. In Figure 35(b), for each of the
two intersections of the newly added fingers, the left-hand arc ends on a cap
of the dual on the top and the right-hand arc ends on the "elbow", i.e., near
the beginning of the finger introduced in part (a), that is, in a neighborhood of

the removed intersection. In any case, those two arcs are the first "arc piece".
Then, in the case that an arc from the first "arc piece" ends on a finger, this arc
continues over the finger toward the beginning of the finger. As in Figure 35(b),
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the beginning of the retraced finger is itself added to a finger from a previous
generation of fingers, and the loop again continues until a neighborhood of a
removed intersection is reached. Such an arc will be also an "arc piece". After
possibly several such "arc pieces", both arcs end on the caps of the dual, where
they are connected together by a path on the dual which is going to be the last
"arc piece". Finally, the union of the missing pieces of boundaries of the half-
open punctured disc that bounds the "arc pieces" of a single loop is capped
too. This strategy of cutting a loop into pieces and capping them separately is
illustrated in Figure 35(c).

Now we deal with a loop on fingers added to a Q. Here is a description of an
"arc piece" and a half-open punctured disc bounded by it. The end points of an
"arc piece" are near the intersection points between pairs of copies of the same
ds. However, the end points of "arc pieces" that belong to the same loop can
be on different ds 's. Consequently, a single "arc piece" near an F3 looks like
the one in Figure 19. This "arc piece" is continued by two arcs onto one or two
F4 's. These arcs can diverge to different punctured tori and they end near two
kinks on some d$ 's. Each of these diverging arcs is made to bound a punctured
ribbon, roughly by taking its copy up inside the same respective slice so that this
copy is unlinked with the core. One such arc on a copy of an F4 is depicted
in Figure 36. Figure 37 shows such copies that bound punctured ribbons near
a torus of an F4. In Figure 37 each number near the beginning of a diverging
arc points to the cap from which the arc arrived (compare with Figure 13). The
punctures of a ribbon are linked with a meridian of the fourth-level 1-handle
and (or) of a 2-handle.

Near the ds 's, each arc follows the guiding path from Figure 5 and, because
this path is unlinked with the core of this fifth-level 2-handle, the punctures in
this piece of the ribbon are copies of possibly all meridians of the 1-handles
attached to the 2-handle. Although such an arc ends near a clasp on a ds,
its parallel is extended so that when it continues on the next "arc piece" this
parallel is still unlinked from all the handles. So, near a common end point of
two "arc pieces", the extension of one of two associate parallels results in one
more puncture on the ribbon for one of them, and this puncture is homotopic
to a meridian of a fifth-level 1-handle. The same construction is done for all
"arc pieces", even in the case that two arcs do not diverge on an F4 and end
on the same d$.

The last "arc piece" is a path that connects the beginnings of two Casson
fingers added directly to the doubled caps of the "original" Q. Those fingers
could have been added to the same doubled cap, so this path may be completely
on a ds or it can run over one F4 or over two F4 's and an F3. Because
intersections of Casson fingers in this construction always come in ± pairs, this
connecting path can be arbitrary. However, we choose to construct this path
the same way the other "arc pieces" were: each of the two beginnings of the
Casson fingers is connected by a path with a single point on the appropriate
doubly surgered punctured torus on an F3. So these paths are denned the same
way the "arc pieces" were.

Finally, adding all the ribbons and half-open discs bounded by "arc pieces" of
a single loop gives a punctured half-open disc bounded by the loop. The missing
part of the boundary is the union of the remaining pieces of the boundaries of
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the punctured ribbons and half-open discs. Using our convention from section
1.3.1, we can project all these pieces into a single slice, which we choose to be
immediately "below" all slices œntaining those pieces. There, the resulting loop
is unknotted and unlinked from the rest of the construction. For each loop we
select a different shoe until all loops are capped. So all loops for the kinks on
the fingers added to Q 's are capped by disjoint punctured discs.

The loops on the Casson fingers added to the R 's are capped in a similar
way. We use the same process of cutting a loop into "arc pieces" which are
capped separately. The first "arc piece" again consists of two arcs, both starting
from a common point near the intersection of a pair of fingers near a third-
level characteristic torus. There the picture is the one in Figure 19, with B
representing a third-level 2-handle and C a second-level 1-handle. Near the
copies of a P2 (parallel to the 1-handle C in Figure 19), the arcs are following
the same 'guiding paths' as the connecting pipes and added Casson fingers did
(Figure 7(c)). Recall that those pipes are in the süces "below" the one that
contains the horizontal parts of the involved P2 's and that each pipe ends
in a separate slice. The ends of these two arcs are near components of the
clasps of P2 's. These two ends are connected by a path which is unlinked from
C/_6 and the P2 's. Figure 32(a) describes those fingers and arcs. The other
"arc pieces" consist of an arc that looks the same as the first "arc piece" (see
Figure 35) and a similar connecting path is added to each. Using again the
convention from section 1.3.1, each of the "arc pieces" and added paths is in
a separate slice "below" the one œntaining the horizontal parts of the P2 's.
Each "arc piece", together with the added path, bounds a punctured disc; one
puncture is a meridian of the third-level 1-handle (the component A in Figure
19) and possibly, the other one or two are meridians of the second-level 2-
handle to which the 1-handle œntaining the given P2 's was attached. These
latter punctures occur when the two arcs have different linking numbers with
the second-level 2-handle.

Again, the last "arc piece" is a path that connects the beginnings of a pair
of Casson fingers added directly to one or both of the doubled caps of the
"original" R. This path consists of two arcs that start from the beginnings of
the pair of fingers and follow appropriate horizontal parts of one or two copies
of the P2. In Figure 32(b) they are represented by dashed arrows that end on
the boundaries of the P2 's. Then, the arcs follow the parallel pipes that connect
these boundaries with a copy of a t3 . There, they are connected in a common
point and we have one of the situations described by Figure 31(b).

The family of loops for the kinks of a Z)6 that we obtain is a 'standard family'.
To show this, we use Lemma 1.3.2. All loops are grouped in ordered ± pairs
by first taking an ordering of the ± pairs of loops on the fingers and then an
ordering of the remaining ± pairs. A ± pair of loops on the fingers corresponds
to a ± pair of intersections between a pair of Casson fingers. The remaining
± pairs are formed by using the symmetry between positive and negative kinks
on a P2 or a ds. The ordering of the pairs of loops on the fingers is arbitrary
(see section 1.4.2) and the remaining pairs can be ordered as described in section
1.4.3 and by Figure 22.

1.8.2. Fake seventh level. Now we have a 'standard family of loops' that bound
imbedded disjoint punctured discs inside   7j - C,'_.6 .   The punctures are
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meridians to the 1- and 2-handles of T}_s and we are going to cap them by
kinky handles.

There are many ambiently isotopic copies of each of the punctures we are
going to cap by the same construction, using small changes in the "collar coor-
dinates". Intersections between those immersed discs that cap such copies and
that are on included punctured duals P„ 's are going to be traded by the singular
Norman trick for new self-intersections: each set of two copies of the same P„
has four intersection points, a pair for each kink of the P„. To remove such
an intersection, a finger is added to one of the copies of the P„. This finger
starts from a small disc that contains the intersection point in the first copy and
then the finger "moves" this disc over a path on the second copy towards the
boundary of the immersed disc that contains the second copy of the P„. As
described in [FQ, section 2.5], after the boundary of the immersed disc (that
is on the new sixth level), the finger splits to a pair of fingers that end on the
boundary of the sixth level. There, fingers split again, and, on the resulting four
fingers on the C¡, the singular Norman trick is performed by connecting each
"tip" of a finger with a copy of a Ds. So, this process removes an intersection
point between two copies of the same P„ by adding four duals Ds to one of the
copies. To the copy of the P„ with the horizontal part "above" the horizontal
part of the other copy of the P„, four copies of a Ds are connected by the
described procedure to each of the two intersections that are in a neighborhood
of the positive kink on the P„. Notice that the sign of these two intersections
depends on the induced orientations on the copies of the P„, but the signs are
irrelevant for this construction and are used only to group the intersections in
two pairs. To the copy of the P„ with its horizontal part "below", four copies
of a Ds are connected to each of the two remaining intersection points, i.e., to
those that are induced by the negative kink of the "original" P„. Therefore, to
each copy of a P„ that is included in a capping kinky handle for a puncture,
we add eight times as many copies of a Ds as there are other isotopic parallels
of the P„ in the capping kinky handles. If there are k many copies of a P„ in
the capping kinky handles, the total number of Ds's we need is   &k(k - 1 ).

Figure 38 describes positions in the 0-handle of kinky handles capping the

punctures of the capping discs for the loops on the Q 's. The punctures are
meridians of the fifth-level 1-handles, meridians of some or, possibly, all fifth-
level Casson fingers, meridians of the 1-handles and 2-handles of the third and
fourth levels. Also the figure describes the way the puncture denoted by 'd' in
section 1.7.1 is capped (see Figure 29).

The meridians of the fifth-level Casson fingers are all piped to copies of D5 's,
because they are not linked with anything else other than the new fifth-level core
discs. A meridian of a fifth-level 1-handle is immediately capped by a copy of
the d6 that is attached to the 1-handle.

The punctures that are meridians of the fourth- and third-level 2-handles are
capped in the following way: in a slice that is "above" the one containing the
puncture, a meridian is connected to a punctured dual on the one level below
(the third or the second, respectively). Then the operation &2 (b) adds further
core surfaces, either F4 's or F3 's and F4 's, respectively. The added punctured
duals are in nearby slices. Then, in both cases, to F4 's the &2 (b) adds F5 's,
but this time in slices that are "above" the fingers, or more precisely, in the
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ribbon of slices t e (|, |). Those F5 's are surgered by <f2 (a) with œpies of
d(, 's that have their horizontal parts in the same ribbon of slices. However,
the used punctured duals intersect the pipes connecting the P2 's from the R 's
with F3 's in Q 's, or those pipes connecting F3 's with F4 's (Figure 38). In
both cases these pipes are pieces of the D$ 's and not of the E 's. Also, kinky
handles that cap œpies of the same meridian have intersections in the included
œpies of the same P2 's. The singular Norman trick is used to remove all these
intersections by piping them to Ds's with pipes that run over D¿ 's, f 's and
C\ . Intersections between P2 's are removed as described above, and all others

by adding duals Ds 's to the capping kinky handles.
The punctures denoted by 'd' in section 1.7.1 and Figure 29 are meridians to

the third-level 2-handles and are capped the same way the others were.
Finally, a puncture which is a meridian of a third- or fourth-level 1-handle

is capped by a copy of an F3 or F4 which is in a nearby slice. In the case of a
third-level meridian, the application of operation cf2 (b) adds F4 's also in the
slices near the one œntaining the puncture. Then, the operation @2 (b) adds
two copies of an F< to each punctured torus on an included copy of an F4. As
in the construction above, the horizontal parts of the Fs 's are in the ribbon of
slices i€(-,§). The operation â2 (a) surgers each F5 with œpies of d(, 's

which are in the same ribbon of slices   t e (\, |).
The punctures on the punctured discs bounded by the loops on the R 's are

meridians of the second-level 2-handles (see Figure 32) and of the third-level 1-
and 2-handles. Also the puncture denoted by 'u' in Figure 29 is capped.

The capping punctured discs differ from those for the Q 's in that near the
copies of the P2 's they are now "above" the shoe with the horizontal parts of
the P2 's (and the added Casson fingers are "below" the P2 's this time).

Figure 39 shows how the punctures are capped. The punctures near the P2 's
are meridians of the second-level 2-handles and are each capped by a copy
of a Pi . All copies of Pi used have t = \. The operation &s adds four
F2 's. Three applications of (f2 (b) and one of cf2 (a) finish the construction of
capping kinky handles and all core surfaces involved are in the ribbon of slices
'€(-,§). To remove the intersections between the copies of the same Pi in
different kinky handles, the singular Norman trick is used again with œpies of
the D5's.

The punctures that are third-level meridians to 2-handles are each piped to
a copy of a x2. The horizontal parts of the œpies of these x2 's have the collar
coordinates in the interval (\, \). Then, the x2 's are 'double-surgered' by
each of four copies of Pi's, and the rest of the construction is the same as in
the paragraph above. However, all intersections between different œpies of the
kinky handles capping the third-level meridians are removed by Casson fingers
that end near r2 's, the same way as it was done for the R 's. Other intersections
are removed by adding D5 's.

For the meridians of the third-level 1-handles, the connecting pipes run
"downward", intersecting each t3 from an R in a point that is in its hori-
zontal part. Then, "below" all R 's, where \ < t < §, the pipes are closed by
F4 's, which are surgered by F5 's (the operation <?2 (0)) and finally, the F5 's
are surgered by dt, 's. Those capping kinky handles are not disjoint and they
intersect the sixth level (in t3 's). Using the singular Norman trick again with
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œpies of D5 's those intersections are traded for new self-intersections on Z)5 's.
The puncture 'u' is capped in the same way as the other third-level meridians

of the 2-handles, but this time the meridian is piped "through" the horizontal
parts of all F3 's that are included in the previously constructed capping kinky
handles. Each of these intersections is removed by the singular Norman trick,
i.e., copies of a D5 are added to the F3 's.

After all punctures are capped, we have new intersections between the copies
of D5 's used by the singular Norman trick. They are all traded for new self-
intersection by introducing Casson fingers on the doubled caps of £>5 's. The
required ordering of the involved œpies of D5 's is arbitrary.

Although the constructed capping kinky handles do intersect each other, all
intersections between them are now only intersections between œpies of the
same d(, 's which are included in the different kinky handles.

Note that the selection of the "topmost" Q 's and R 's for the construction
of the E 's ensures that the 'fake seventh level' intersects E 's only in T5 's, i.e.,
each copy of a d6 in the fake seventh level intersects each t5 in a point. In
another words, this 'fake seventh level' has 'duals' in the sense of Remark 1.5.

1.8.3. Singular Norman trick again. Now we are in a situation similar to the
one in section 1.7.3. We have a family of immersed discs with geometric duals,
but neither the discs nor the duals are disjoint from each other. Those duals
are the F 's which are 1-stage capped gropes and the body of each of them is a
is surgered by two œpies of a t4 (see section 1.7.2).

Again, after we make sure that we have enough parallel œpies of each E, we
can contract them one by one to obtain a disjoint family of the geometrically
dual spheres. After applying the singular Norman trick to trade the intersections
and self-intersections of the "capping discs" that are on the œpies of d(, 's, we
have disjoint immersed discs capping all the loops of the C\ , and this is the
C1

Now, a small regular neighborhood of C(\_7) will be a seven-level Casson

tower T) having properties (i) and (ii) from the reimbedding theorem in section
1.1.1.

2. Estimates

In this section we will estimate the number of kinks in the core of the em-
bedded tower 77 .

2.0. Notations. Recall that we have denoted caps of a capped grope by cf ,
meaning that the top stage of a grope had " + " and " - " caps [FQ, section
2.6] and the index i comes from an indexing of the gropes. An expression

like " rh cf = (p, n) " will mean that the caps cf have p positive and n

negative self-intersections, and by " cf rti cf = (a, b) " we will indicate that

there aie a + b intersections between cf and cf of which a are positive and

b negative. So, by the 'intersection number' and the 'self-intersection number'
we will always mean an ordered pair of nonnegative integers.

Remark 2.0. To simplify our estimates we will assume that the numbers of
kinks on the branches of the input tower, x2, ... ,x6 are all the same and we
denote this number by x. In other words, we assume that the input tower is
symmetrized and that all the core discs, except for the one on the first level,
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have x positive and x negative kinks. This can be obtained by taking for
x an upper bound of the numbers of positive and negative kinks. Then extra
kinks are added where needed (see section 1.1.2).

2.1. Kinks on contracted capped gropes. To estimate the numbers of kinks on
T] , we will need estimates for the numbers of intersections and self-intersec-

tions on the capped gropes used in the construction of C('6_7). In our case,

we have a simpler situation than in general, because all our intersecting caps
are, essentially, parallel œpies of each other. So, the intersection and the self-
intersection numbers are the same for all caps and we get simpler formulas for
the intersection numbers of the resulting immersed spheres.

To calculate the intersection and self-intersection numbers after a contraction
of a capped grope, we need to know the numbers of intersections there were
between the caps of the grope, and between the caps and the other surfaces that
we want to push off those caps. If cG] is a properly immersed 1-stage capped
grope such that its body is a genus 1 surface, possibly with boundary, and
such that for some positive integer k the intersection numbers of its caps are:
the* =(k, k) and c+ rh c~ = (2k, 2k), then the resulting immersed sphere,
G°, will have self-intersection number rti G° = 4 • (rti c+ + c+ iti c~+ rti c ), so

(1) <t\G° = (l6k, 16k).

Suppose that there is a family, cG\, ... ,cG\, of n, properly immersed,
1-stage capped gropes with genus 1 bodies and with the intersection numbers of
their caps being rti cf = (k, k) and cf rti cf = (2k, 2k) for I < i, j < n
and some positive integer k. If these gropes are all contracted, then the resulting
immersed spheres Gf, ..., G*> will have their self-intersection numbers given
by formula (1). It is easy to see that for   1 < i, j < n we have

(2) G?rhG? = (32A:,32À:).

To make the family of spheres Gf, 1 < i < n, disjoint, one can push the first
contracted grope off the caps of all other gropes. This process introduces new
intersections and self-intersections between the doubled caps of (7f (2 < / < n),
which are coming from two families of Casson fingers piercing each other. Next,
the new contracted gropes trf (3 < / < n) are pushed off G\. This process is
repeated (n - 1) times. The result is a disjoint family of contracted capped
gropes. The new gropes are regularly homotopic to the old ones and are still
denoted by Gf.

Before the contractions, the total number of intersections was \cf rti cf | =
Ak (for i, j > 1 ). After the Casson moves there are 4fc ± pairs of Casson
fingers starting from each copy of a cap included in a doubled cf . Recall that

each Casson finger avoids (or is linked with) one of the two doubled caps of G*¡

rather than just one copy of a cf . We have arranged for Casson fingers that

start from the same cap and are near one of the cf to be disjoint. Also, any
two fingers that are linked with different doubled caps intersect each other in
2(Ak)2 points, half of them with the + sign.

The new intersection and self-intersection numbers on œpies of cf in the

doubled caps of  Gf (/', j > 1)   are

(3) rti cf = (k + 16k2, k + 16A:2), cf rh cf = (2k + 32A:2, 2k + 32k2).
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Notice that the intersection numbers are still twice the self-intersection num-
bers. Hence, for a contracted cGj, in the formula for the self-intersection

number, the 'input' is k +16A:2 instead of k. Consequently, after pushing the
G? off all other Gf 's, for i, j > 2, we have

(4) rhG? = (16fc + (16fc)2, 16fc + (16Jfc)2),       Gf rh G°j = 2- rh G?.

If we repeat this process n times, we will run into the difficulty of calculating
the resulting polynomial, namely, the one obtained by applying the function
k H+ k + \6k2 n times. We can approximate the n-fold composition of the
function  k >-► k + \6k2 with itself by the polynomial

^(fc) = fc(17fc)(2'1-1).

Because we shall always simplify our towers by making all intersection num-
bers equal throughout the whole level, we will always take the biggest number
(or any upper bound) as the number of the intersections of all spheres obtained
by the iterated contractions of a family of the capped gropes. With the data as
above, after the n contractions we have:

(5) rh Gf = (16ik(171k)<2'-1), 16fc(17fc)(2" ~1))   for all 1 < i < n.

2.2. Number of kinks on C5'. In section 1.6.1 we have constructed C\ by

changing the discs ds 's of C% by Casson moves. Those Casson fingers avoided
the Q 's or, more precisely, the parallels to the ds's included in the Q 's. We
have assumed rh ds = (x, x), so:

(6) cf rh ds = (2jc , 2x) ;   rh cf = (x, x).

This pushing of the fifth-level core discs off the Q 's, results in new fifth-
level core discs that have new self-intersections coming from | cf rh rfs|-many
pairs of Casson fingers. The new intersections thus arrive in pairs and from
formula (3) it follows that the total number of self-intersections for discs in

Cf is   (x+16x2,x+16x2).
All Casson moves of a d$ axe localized around the Q 's, so we have not

introduced any intersections between different new ds 's and so we have a new
fifth-level tower. Obviously, we have a new x for the fifth level, which we will
denote by x's, and which is equal to x + 16.x2. To make calculations easier,

we will approximate x's by (10jt)2 by adding extra kinks, if necessary. So we
set

(a) *5 = (10x)2.

2.3. Number of kinks on C6'. First we are going to estimate the number of

parallels of each c/6 that are needed to cap a loop of C\. Then we estimate
the number of self-intersections of each Db from section 1.7.2, and finally, we
estimate the number of kinks of C\, denoted x'6.

Because the dual £>6 's are situated in levels 2 to 6 and because those that
contain œpies of different P2 's are disjoint, all our estimates are going to be

for discs, duals and loops over a single second-level 1-handle.

2.3.1. 'New' loops of C\ . The kinks on the added Casson fingers were capped
in section 1.7.1 by an intersecting family of kinky handles. We started with
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thrice punctured discs. Two of the punctures on each disc are meridians of the
sixth-level 1-handles and are directly capped by œpies of the appropriate <4 's
(see Figure 24). The third puncture on each disc is a meridian to a fourth-level
2-handle and is capped by kinky handles which have intersections in œpies of
d(¡ 's (see Figure 29). Such a kinky handle was constructed by adding four œpies
of an F4 to a P3, then each handle on an F4 was surgered by two F5 's, and,
finally, each of the handles on the fifth level was surgered by two œpies of a
¿4 • So, each of these kinky handles contains the total of 64x2 œpies of d6 's.
In total, we cap each loop on a pair of Casson fingers by (2 + 64x2) copies of
rf6's.

Each 'old' loop can be capped by a single copy of a d6, but to preserve the
symmetry of the numbers of kinks we will add kinks to their capping kinky
handles.

2.3.2. Number of D¿ 's. The number of needed D6 's is equal to the product
of the number of œpies of d$ 's used in the sixth level and the number of loops
on the fifth level.

After the approximation of x2, ... ,xs by x, there are 4jc2 of fifth-level
discs over each second-level 1-handle and each has (2x + 32x2) loops. So, in
capping the loops of C¡ that are over a second-level 1-handle, we have used

Ax2(2x + 32x2)(2 + 64jc2) œpies of d$ 's. For each copy of a d(, we need 2x
duals, so the total number of D6 's over a second-level 1-handle we need is

(7) 8jc3(2x + 32x2)(2 + 64jc2).

It does not hurt to use more D6 *s than needed, so we agree to use n of them,
where

(8) n = \.\-(Ax)\

Note

%x3(2x + 32*2)(2 + 64jc2) = 47 - ((1/512)*4 + (1/32)jc5 + (1/16)jc6 + x1),

so   Sx3(2x + 32*2)(2 + 64x2) < n for x > 1.

2.3.3. Self-intersection number of a D¿. Each D¿ contains four R 's and 64
Q 's, so there are An œpies of R 's and 64« œpies of Q 's included in those
Z>6 's. Each of these two families is made disjoint by introducing finger moves.

Because rh P2 = (1, 1), from (5) we have the following estimate:

2(4n)      9(4n)
(9) Ú\R=(172K    ', 172V    ;)

An application of the operation c?i (b) on a copy of an F4 in a Q produces
an immersed disc, which we temporarily denote by c± . According to formula
(1), we have: rh c± = 2x(\6x, 16jc) = (32x2, 32x2).

Using this number as the input in formula (5), the self-intersection number
of a symmetrized Q with all its Casson fingers added is:

rn Q = 2^(16(17. 32x2)(264"-1), 16(17- 32x2)(264M " »)).

rhß=(32x. (17- 32x2)(264"- »>,-).
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Finally, the self-intersection number for a D6 is

rh D6 =4(rh R) + 6A(ú\ Q).

Let us denote the components of the pair rh D¿ by 2 (i.e., rh Do = (2, 2)).
Since we can introduce more kinks at will, it is enough to estimate 2, and we
use z to denote the actual number of kinks we will take. In our case n will
always be bigger than 2, so

2 = 4(17)24,I-l-64.32x(17.32x2)(2    " " l)

< (64.32* + 1X17 • i2xpMn +1-2)<(17- 32x)264" + '

< (íoxr
Now 264B+3 < 266n = (23-3)60"/3-3 < 1020", so we can take

(10) z = (.0x)'0(22(4A:)7).

2.3.4. The x'6. To the number of loops on the D¿ 's, we also have to add
the number of kinks on P3 's that are included in the immersed discs capping
the intersections of the Casson fingers added to the fifth level (see Figure 29).
Because these capping discs contain disjoint copies of P3 's and because each of
them contains only one copy of a P3, they will contribute 1 to x'6.

Each loop of C\ has (64x2 + 2) • 2x œpies of various D$ 's included, and
hence contributes

(64jc2 + 2)-2x-z + 1.

By introducing more kinks, we can take

(b) ^do'oM"*'6)
since   (64jc2 + 2) • 2x • z + 1 < z2 < x'6.

2.4. Number of kinks on C). To find x'7, we need to estimate an upper bound
for the number of Ds 's and the number of E 's connected by the singular
Norman trick to an immersed disc that caps a loop in C\. Also, we need
estimates for the self-intersection numbers of the Z)5 's and the E 's.

A Ds is a contracted capped grope whose body is a copy of a characteristic
torus r4. Each of the caps contains 64x2 œpies of de 's, and a copy of a
P3. The intersections between the Ds's that are on the œpies of the Pj 's are
removed by Casson fingers.

The other duals used in the construction of the seventh level are E 's. Each
of them is a 1-stage (uncontracted) capped grope with the body being a t5
surgered by two œpies of a t4 . A cap of an E is an R connected with 16
Q 's. Note that the number of kinks on the R 's and Q 's that are in E 's are
the result of the finger moves that were used to remove their intersections with
the R 's and Q 's that are included in D6 's.

Throughout this section the number of the Db 's that are over a second-level
1-handle and are used in the construction of the sixth level is still denoted by
n. However, our estimates in this section will be for the numbers of kinks and
surfaces over each first-level 1-handle (or in a branch of the input tower), so
above each first-level 1-handle there are 2xn of D6 's.
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2.4.1. Number of Ds's. We are interested only in an upper bound for the
number of Ds's included in a seventh-level disc. It is easy to see that the
biggest numbers of Ds 's are for the loops on Casson fingers that contain the
maximal number of the "arc pieces". Comparing Figure 39 with Figure 38, one
can see that the maximal number of Ds 's will be for the loops on fingers added
to the R 's. Namely, the discs capping the loops on the Q 's have the number
of the added Ds's proportional to the number of Q 's, and so to the n. On the
other hand, the number of £>s 's added to a disc over an R is proportional to
the total number of loops on R 's, so it is a number which is greater than the z
from (10).

On each of the Sxn included R 's that are in a given branch of the input
tower, a loop is capped by a punctured disc whose punctures are possibly one
or two meridians to a second-level 2-handle and a meridian to a third-level 1-
or 2-handle (see Figure 32). The way those punctures are capped is described
by Figure 39.

A second-level meridian to a 2-handle (near an R ) is piped to a copy of a
Pi, and a third-level meridian to a 2-handle is piped to a copy of a t2 that is
connected with four œpies of a Pi by the operation <9^ (a).

Because the œpies of Pi's used in the both cases are intersecting each other,
we have to trade the intersections between the immersed discs that cap merid-
ians on the second and third levels for these new kinks. The intersections are
traded by the singular Norman trick involving copies of the Ds's.

The remaining punctures are meridians to third-level 1-handles and each is
capped by a copy of an F4 to which the operations <92 (b) and <92 (a) attach
16x2 copies of de 's. These capping kinky handles have intersections only in

œpies of de 's, but they intersect the R 's in their bodies, namely in œpies of
t3 (see Figure 39). Assuming that each capping kinky handle intersects each of
the R 's in a point, we estimate that to each of those capping handles we have
to add jj¿ copies of Z)5 's (this is the number of R 's whose bodies are copies

of a single t3 ).
The number of Pi's in the core discs of C-j is estimated to be the product

of the number of loops with the maximal number of "arc pieces" and with the
maximal number of the Pi's added to each "arc piece".

The number of loops on each R times the number of the R 's over a first
level 1-handle is

and the number of the Pi's on each of the (at most) 8n "arc pieces" is at most
6. So, the number of œpies of each Pi is estimated by:

(12) 2.172(4").8xn-6.8n = 3.236x,5172(2    * \

An estimated number of needed Ds's is twice the square of this number
(see section 1.8.2). Also, each "arc piece" may contain a kinky handle capping
a third-level meridian to a 1-handle and such a kinky handle can intersect all
bodies of the R 's. That gives us 4n • 2 additional œpies of /)$ 's per "arc
piece", so, in total, we have (8n)2 additional D5 's.

The pipes connecting circles denoted by 'u' in Figure 29 and Figure 39 are in-
tersecting all œpies of F3 's whose collar coordinates are in the interval (j, § ).
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These intersections are removed by a singular Norman trick that connects a
copy of an F^ near each intersection point by a pipe that runs over the given
pipe that is added to a 'u', and down to the sixth and fifth levels where it ends
in four œpies of a Ds. The total number of meridians 'u' is equal to twice the
number of the intersections of the fifth-level Casson fingers that are in the rib-
bon of the slices t e (|, \). This is also the total number of the intersections
between the Casson fingers added to the fifth level core discs that are above a
given third-level 2-handle, and so it is equal to 2x2 • 32x2 = 21x4. Because
there are at most 3 • 2sx of F3 's in an "arc piece", we have to add to a loop
4 • 8n • 3 • 25x = -224*8 œpies of Ds 's.

Finally, we approximate this number by

(13) X'MO"*3000*7.

2.4.2. Number of E 's. We estimate the number of E 's in the discs capping
the loops on R 's and Q 's separately.

An "arc piece" on an R can have punctures that are one or two meridi-
ans to the second-level 2-handle and a meridian to a third-level 1- or 2-handle.
Each immersed disc capping the second level meridians to the 2-handles con-
tains 4(4jc)4 œpies of d6 's. A third-level meridian to a 2-handle is piped to
a copy of a r2 that is connected with four œpies of a Pi using <9^ (a). Con-
sequently, 16(4x)4 œpies of de 's are used for each meridian and the capping
kinky handles are contracted capped gropes. A meridian to a third-level 1-
handle is capped by a copy of an F4 to which the operations <92 (b) and <92 (a)
attach 16x2 œpies of <*Vs. So, to each "arc piece" there are less than 2X4xs
œpies of E 's attached. We approximate the number of E 's in a capping kinky
handle for a loop to be  23lx12.

An "arc piece" on a Q can have the following punctures: a meridian to a
third-level 2-handle; a meridian to a 2-handle and a meridian to a 1-handle in
the fourth level, and, possibly, a meridian to each of the fifth-level 1-handles
attached to the same fifth-level 2-handle. The number of the included d6 's (see
Figure 38): 4(4x)3, 4(4x)2, Ax and 2x, respectively. We approximate then-
sum by 29x3. There are at most 27n "arc pieces", so the number of the E 's
over a loop on a Q is less than  234x10.

For the number of E 's over any loop we will take  234xn.

2.4.3. Number of kinks on E 's. Each E consists of a t5 surgered by two
œpies of a r4. Then, each of the t4 's is turned into a contracted capped grope
with the cap being an R with 16 Q 's. So the self-intersection number of a cap
is 1/4 of the self-intersection number of a De (see section 2.3.3).

The number of sixth-level core discs over a second-level 1-handle is
2jc42jCj2Xg, which is smaller than x'6 2. The number of loops over a second-

level 1-handle is then smaller than x'6 3.

The number of the E 's is smaller than 234xx2 x'6 3 and we have to contract
twice the number of the contracted capped gropes that were produced from the

T4'S.

Using formulae (5) and (10), we have

(2-2^x^Xf!^)
(14) rh E  < ((17z/4)2V » -)•
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2.4.4. Number of kinks on Ds s. Each Ds has kinks on its four œpies of a
P3 and on 4(4jc)3 œpies of de 's. The intersections between the different Ds's
are those coming from the œpies of the same P3 's and de 's, and are removed
by the finger moves. Each cap of an D5 contains a copy of a P3 and (Ax)3
copies of de 's. So the x for formula (5) is:   2,7oc7 + 1.

For the (less than)  x'6 3 loops we approximate the number of D5 's over a
second-level 1-handle with

^.^.oiosooox'

Formula (5) then gives

/3v15lfJ103000*7.0   , tXf.'-'X'-'li)
(15) rti/>s<((17-2,V)26 ,-)

2.4.5.   The x'7. From the previous sections we have the estimate:

2(2.23V2jc6'3)

x?(2»x»(ll\)

™nrw7 v.'3*15 inlO3000*7
+ Jc15lfJ103000*  (17.2l8jc7)2*0   *    "> N

We approximate this number by

lfJ(10*)7
10(10x)

(c) xi, = (10x)

2.5. Proof of Theorem A. For the 'input tower' 7^ with the self-intersection

numbers of the discs in C£_6 equal to (x, x) we have calculated that the

embedded six-level Casson tower T6l has the same self-intersection numbers

through first three levels as the 7^ and for higher levels we have

(a) *s = (10x)2,

lQ((l0x)6x)
(b) x>6 = (10x)10

1000*)7
10(10x)

(c) x\ = (10*)

We apply the reimbedding algorithm on each six-level branch of the tower
77 to obtain, in each of them, an embedded seven-level Casson tower. Because

all the branches of T] have the same self-intersection numbers, the new towers
will all look the same, i.e., they will have the same self-intersection numbers.
Connecting a small neighborhood of the first level in T] with the embedded

seven-level towers in the branches of T) , we obtain an embedded eight-level
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Casson tower F2 in Tnl, again specified by a sequence of (nine) nonnegative
numbers.

Continuing this process, we obtain a nested sequence of towers { Tj^+6 }|i0

and, as it limit, a Casson handle CH <-> 7^ . Because our algorithm applied on
a six-level tower does not change the first four levels of the tower, for n > 5,
the number y„, i.e., the number of the positive and negative kinks of the discs
of the nth level of CH, is equal to the one of the tower T¡+6, for i > n - 3.
Consequently, to calculate y„, we have to apply the algorithm (n - 3) times.
After we do (n - 6) runs, we have the tower T¡¡~6 and the self-intersection
number of its top level is calculated by the formula (c) with the y„-x as x.

Then the result is plugged into formula (b) as the tower F"~,5 is constructed.
Finally, we have to apply to this result formula (a) and we can take the resulting
number to be yn.

After applying the algorithm once on 7¡P, we have the conclusions (1) and

(2) of the theorem satisfied.
After the second application, we have ye, which is x'6 substituted in formula

(a):

in((10*)6x)   ,
(10(10x)1U y,

and we will take for y6 a larger number

10(io*)10

ye = (10*)

For n > 6 we will use induction to prove statement (4) of the theorem. To
obtain y„ (for n > 6) we need to substitute j>„_i into (c), then the result
into (b) and finally apply (a). (Note that we should substitute the (n - l)st

intersection number of T"Zx instead of y„-x, but y„-x is bigger than this

number.) If we denote by x'„ the nth intersection number of TJ¡~6, and by

^=(10y^,)10

rn"-5,then

(10y„-,)7

(10y-i)

and

10((io*;_,)6 *;,_!)
x': = aox'n_x)

so after substituting this number in (a), the number is less than

(io*;_, )
10ao<_,)7

which is equal to
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(d)

7 10110»^7(ÎO^,)7 .„(lO^i)  u

(10y„_,)U (10(10^,) )'
(lO(10y„_i)1U )

Adding the different exponents together and substituting the bigger one into
the smaller ones, it can be easily seen that the number (d) is smaller than

lf)(io>v-i)8

10(i0y„-, )

in(i0y^i)
(e) (I0y„_,)

For each n > 6, y„-X itself looks like the stack of powers (IOjc)10"" , where

W = (l0x){l°''   >.

The number in (e) looks like

w )(10(io^i)8
W    (10(10(10x)(°     ty >

w) (10(io(W10    >)<10 >
(10(10x)v V '

Because "the stacks of powers" are all of the same length and the formula
should be evaluated from right to left, using inequalities like

(10^)(10(10^i)8 (^ + (10^,)8+1)10(io(io*r      T ' <10(iox)^lu >

10(io^.)9

it is easy to see that this number is smaller than

10(lte)
10(10x)

(f) (10x)1U

For the two topmost exponents we have the inequality

so we can take y„ to be

l0(10x)
10(10x)

y« = (i0x) u

o (10 y»~l )
(lOyn-xV <(l0x){ '

lQyn-i
10(10x)
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(b)

Figure 1. Figure (b) differs from (a) by a complemen-
tary pair of 1- and 2-handles.

Figure 2. A single branch of a symmetrized "input"
Casson tower is shown. For each of the 2-handles of
the nth level there are 2.x,,-many 1-handles attached
to it, jc-many for a positive kink and x-many with a

negative kink.
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(c) (d)

Figure 3. A core disc and its parallel copy.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Part (a) depicts the two punctured caps of a
characteristic torus. In part (b) a pipe connecting one
of the caps with a 1-handle on the level below is visible.
The shaded area is the horizontal part of the character-
istic torus.
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Figure 5. A "guiding path" on an nth-level 2-handle.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. A single 'kinky handle' from Figure 2. The
union of the shaded areas together with a parallel of the
core of the 2-handle will be called a core surface. The
boundary of this surface is denoted by p.
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í°) 1-handle_S

(d)

Figure 7. The shaded area in (a) is bounded by a disk
parallel to the scooped-out 2-handle in the nth level and
part (b) is isotopic to (a). In part (c) the 4 holes linked
with the scooped-out 2-handle are piped to 4 parallels
of the p from Figure 3. The boundary of a small disk
whose center is the intersection of the shaded area and
the 2-handle on the (n + l)st level is denoted by p.. (d)
The visible pieces in the picture of the other surfaces
which are constructed in the same way.
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Figure 8. A capped grope in the nth level which is the
result of the operation <9X (a) applied to a punctured
torus from Figure 6(b). The shaded area on the right
is the horizontal part of a parallel of a core disc on the
(n + 1 )st level and it is now a piece of the + cap. The
- cap is another parallel with its horizontal part in a
different slice.
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Figure 9. (a) Three different slices are shown, where,
from the bottom up, the first one contains a piece of the
arc denoted by p., the second contains the arc A and a
parallel copy of p. and in the topmost one the copies of
the both arcs bound a punctured ribbon. All the slices
in between contain a parallel copy of p and the ones
between the second and third also contain a copy of A.
Consequently, in this part of the collar neighborhood
the arcs A and p. bound a punctured ribbon. Also,
parts of ribbons for the pairs of arcs parallel to A and
p are visible in each slice as the arcs or ribbons parallel
to the ones in the topmost slice. It is assumed that
no slice contains more than one ribbon, (b) The same
punctured ribbon and arcs A and p., but compressed
in a single slice.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Capping of a standard loop for a positive
kink.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11

(a) (b)

^

w

(c) (d)

Figure 12
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Figure 13

(5) <f

(2)

I
?(3)

2>C (6)

(7)

(4)

I (8)

Figure 14
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Figure 15. An enlarged piece of Figure 13. None of
the pieces of the cores A, B or C is visible.
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(1)-

(2)-__

c
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•a

(3)   /

(4)'

(5) •''

(6)'-

/

t

fa,

core

c2

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

added finger

(3)
c2-

(6)

Figure 16
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Figure 17

(c) (d)

Figure 18
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Figure 19
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piece for 2-4,2-3 or 1-4

(a)

Figure 20
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Figure 21

Figure 22
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Figure 23. Part (a) represents part of three parallels of
a surface. From each surface one square and one line
are visible. This is a typical picture obtained by adding
two extra parallels of a single surface, and the visible
part on the picture is a neighborhood of a kink from
the "original" surface. In addition to the kink of the
"original" surface there are eight new intersection points
on the figure (a). The sphere on the right is a geometric
dual. In (b), each of the parallel copies is connected to
a copy of the dual and all nine intersection points from
(a) are removed. Note that in the case when the dual in
part (a) is an immersed sphere (rather than embedded
as in the figure), the copies of the dual will have self-
intersections and intersections and the three surfaces in
(b) are not disjoint. We will use this construction in
a situation when the dual is an immersed sphere, but
its copies are still disjoint immersed spheres. In this
"singular" case the resulting surfaces in (b) have self-
intersections, but are disjoint.
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t= 1/2

v    3/8 < t < 1/2

i- -

1/2 < t < 5/8

Figure 24
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Figure 25. A fifth-level dual D5.
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(a) (b)

Figure 26

Figure 27. The slice on the left-hand side is near one
of the intersection points between a pair of the fingers
(see Figure 14). Those on the right are near the doubled
caps of the surgered F4 (see section 1.6.1).
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Figure 28. The added core surfaces, F4 's, are unlinked
with the Casson fingers.
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1/4

3/8

1/2

5/8

Figure 29. Capping towers for the punctures on a pair
of fingers, as the one on the left-hand side of Figure 27.
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fingers avoiding the disc

fingers avoiding the disc *

fingers added to the disc

arcs added to the fingers:-—-

Figure 30. A piece of the horizontal part of fifth-level
core disc.
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(b)

Curves in the figures (b), (c) and (d) :

fingers on a 5th level core disc: —•—•—<
fingers avoiding the caps: -

loops:   -

tâ

j-

3 I
w

H

W

ÏÏ
à n

\\ ^mkmj

a characteristic torus or a torus on F3

(d)

loops and fingers on F4

Figure 31
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pipes :-
arcs on fingers :
added paths : —

Figure 32

Figure 33.  Duals to the sixth-level core discs:  De 's
and F's.
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loop for the visible kink of the disc: ——

loops for intersections with parallel discs:

loops for other intersections:  .

Figure 34. Pieces of the loops near a ds.
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(a) (b)

a closed "arc piece"

(C)

Figure 35
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Figure 36

Figure 37
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Figure 38. The ß's are drawn by thin lines. The
bold lines denote discs which cap the punctures on the
punctured discs bounded by the loops.
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Figure 39. The R 's are drawn by thin lines, and discs
capping the punctures by bold lines.
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